ABOUT THE COVER
We are pleased to be continuing to have pictures on four pages of the Spirit! In addition to
the front and back covers, the alternate sides of these pages capture even more of what was
special in 2015. Enjoy all 12 pictures!
The top picture on the front cover displays the two High Senior Captains of the White
Freedom and the Blue Hustle (left to right): Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Jimmy Fitzhenry, Brady
Buckman, and Austin Dodes. Brady is holding this year’s Color War plaque after an
exciting back and forth competition. The middle picture shows the Blue Hustle in uniform
rapping during Song Night. The bottom picture displays the Triple Crown plaque, honoring
those who win World Cup, Desert War, and Color War in the same year. Congratulations to
Brady Bloch and Gio Tammick who accomplished this rare trifecta in 2015!
The top inside of the front cover depicts Team Ireland, this year’s West End World Cup
Champion, whose flag is now hanging in the dining hall for the entire year. Team members
are from left to right Dom Delgado, Jacob Dyer, Dan Lavenson, Leo Mirabal, Brady Bloch,
Thomas Cai, Ryan Torres, coach Mitchell Lesser, Gio Tammick, and Phoenix Almonte. The
middle picture is member of this year’s victorious Black “Dusk” Desert War team, from left
to right Jeremy Freed, Josh Wolf, Seva Filatov, Luke Lentine, and Jack Zinman. The bottom
picture shows six valiant members of the Orange “Dawn” team, from left to right Riley
Bloch, Antonio Torres, Brady Cataldo, Adam Nigrelli, Ryan Cataldo, and Zylas Abney.
The inside of the back cover highlights some of the younger and veteran West Enders who
make WEHC special. The top picture is of six of our terrific young campers: Bryan Da
Costa, Max Andelman, Brady Bloch, Hunter Beaulac, Matty Vogel, and Zyaire Abney. In
the middle picture are proud members of our Ten Year Club: Denicio Campozano, Joey
Cohen, Jack Meaney, Sam Eggert, and Ian Finn. In the bottom picture are many members
of the Five Year Club who were inducted during the 2015 Visiting Day ceremony. The full
list of this year’s new Five Year Club members is inside the yearbook, as are the cumulative
lists of these prestigious clubs.
The top of the back cover shows the participants of the first Senior League game of our
expanded lacrosse program. The middle picture honors our victorious 15 and under
basketball team that represented us with spirit and class. The bottom picture shows one of
our many spectacular sunsets over Long Pond, providing a beautiful end to another
memorable day and summer at West End House Camp!
Special credit and thanks go out to outstanding photographer Jack Donaldson, who should
take great pride in these cover photos and the couple of thousand pictures he took during the
season. Thanks also to Josh Daigle, Carl Devis, Ryan Wilensky, and Ramie Lepler who lent
their time and talents to our photographic efforts all summer.

DEDICATION
West End House lost one of the “giants” of our history with the passing in March 2015 of the
Honorable Norman S. Weinberg.
Norman, as he was known to everyone, remained a native of Brighton, MA his entire life. In
1929, at the age of ten, he first attended West End House Camp, thus beginning an affiliation with
the Camp and the Club (and later with the WEH Alumni Association and the Corporate Board) that
would continue virtually uninterrupted until his death 86 years later.
A graduate of Boston English High School and the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Virginia, Norman served honorably as an officer during the Second World War.
Upon discharge, he gained his law degree from Boston University, and in 1952 was elected a State
Representative from the Allston-Brighton district. For the next 26 years he proudly represented his
neighbors and friends from this section of Boston.
Mister Weinberg became Judge Weinberg when Governor Ed King appointed him to the
Massachusetts District Court system where he served for a decade. After his retirement from the
bench, Norman worked as a mediator in a firm that he had established.
This incredibly busy man found time to be very active in many organizations, especially the
West End House. He chaired many committees, including the Road Race Committee and the
Capital Campaign Committee of the early 1990s. He served as an officer and eventually as
President of the WEH Alumni Association and was a member of the Club’s Corporate Board, where
he was Clerk at the time of his death.
Of greatest importance, however, were Norman’s successful efforts to purchase a portion of the
Stanley Ringer Playground from the City of Boston on which the present West End House Boys and
Girls Club, a separate organization with similar roots, was built in 1971.
Norman was equally active in West End House Camp affairs. He served for many years on the
Camp’s Board of Directors and spearheaded fundraising campaigns for the benefit of children who
attended. He was proud that his own son, Jimmy, attended West End House Camp for many years.
Norman, himself, never missed an Old Timers’ Week until failing health prevented him from doing
so. He did, however, in later years make an annual visit to the Camp, usually in the company of son
Jimmy or with friends Maurice Sullivan and Jim Gavin. On those occasions he delighted in seeing
the boys benefitting from the experience.
Norman was always an inspiration to everyone with
whom he came in contact and he was generous of his time and resources. We all feel the loss of this
unique and dedicated man so very deeply.
It is with the greatest admiration and affection that we dedicate the 2015 Spirit to
NORMAN S. WEINBERG

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

There are many people whose donation of time and assistance during this past year has been
invaluable to us. We would like to acknowledge the following individuals and institutions that
contributed to the success of the season:
·Michael Berger, President of WEH Camp, for his tireless efforts on our behalf.
·Past Presidents Henry Barr and Marty Jacobs for their continued assistance.
·Members of the Board of Directors, who oversee the operation and whose committees meet
regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possibly be. These great people are listed
elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her support of the Camp. Special
thanks to Adam Barr for his work on the website, to Bill Swiecicki and Bob Goober for their superb
work regarding the maintenance and property management aspect of our facility, and to Jim Stoller
for his guidance and support.
·Aaron Leppo (Full Line Graphics) – thank you for your patience and generosity in
arranging for the printing of the 2015 Spirit! What a classy publication!
·Tony Goroshko for loading and transporting campers’ luggage in his truck on the last day
of camp.
·Sasha Corken of St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Brighton for arranging for the donation
of medical supplies.
·Mike Dutra and the fine folks at Franciscan Hospital for Children in Brighton – we thank
you for the use of your parking lot for bus departures and arrivals. It is an ideal meeting space!
·Sincere gratitude to the staff at the West End House Boys & Girls Club, especially
Executive Director Andrea Howard, Kristin Rhuda, Mark DaCruz, and Jenny Nute.
·Ken Kandler for his donation each summer of hand sanitizers and other health-related
products, as well as his generous contribution of prizes for the Camp Breakfast raffle.
·Brien Wong for meeting the returning buses at Franciscan Hospital and making sure that
campers and luggage are always accounted for.
·Bob Kessin for his generous donation of staff shirts.
·Dave Early and Bill Mills from Boston College for their assistance in arranging the Annual
Breakfast.
·Kenny Klapman for his assistance on numerous occasions.
·Special recognition to Tom Randall, whose musical talents, driving expertise and laid back
personality added so much to the camp each time he visited.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Congratulations to everyone on a most successful summer! Another great season has ended, and
we are all looking forward to more of the same great times in 2016!
Although WEH Camp is open ten weeks each summer (one week for staff training, eight weeks
for campers, and one week for the Alumni), the task of directing it encompasses a full 52 weeks
each year. Camp Director Steve Lepler, as he has done every year, puts all of his energy into efforts
to ensure that each season is the best it possibly can be - his dedication, energy, creativity, concern,
and organizational skills are unmatched, and the success of these tireless efforts can be seen on the
happy faces of the campers each day. His fervent determination to ensure that West End House
Camp remains the very best among all camps is evident. Thank you, Steve, for all you have done
and will continue to do!
Ryan Wilensky has been a tremendous addition since he became Director of Operations in
October 2007. His dedication and work are in the true “Spirit of the House,” and he continues to
play an extremely important and positive role in the lives of the youngsters we serve. Also, thank
you, Ryan, for coordinating the efforts to publish the Spirit each year. Special hello to Rachel,
Whitney, Wesley, and the “recently arrived” Wade.
Josh Daigle’s first year as Assistant Director of Operations, was a great success and a most
welcome addition to our program. His presence, especially during the evening hours, was truly
appreciated. We look forward to his return, along with Brianne and Harper.
Special thanks to Danny Walsh for his efforts both on and off the waterfront! In his calm,
unruffled manner he gets the job done and is willing to help wherever and whenever needed.
Allan Jacobs was a most delightful addition to our “family.” His expertise at teaching juggling,
his willingness to help in almost any way possible, and his warm and compassionate personality
endeared him to all of us.
Our gratitude to Bob DeRosso for doing such an expert job tending to the medical needs of
campers in a calm, competent, and conscientious manner. It was a pleasure to have him on board,
especially since he is a New England Patriots’ fan! We are delighted that he will again be joining us
next summer.
Under the expert care of Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain, our facility
remains in excellent shape. They are amazing and very talented people; we are so very fortunate to
have them.
Thanks to our three cooks—“Big” Mike, Jose, and Mike - for supplying us with great meals and
always cooperating for any special events or situations.
Ramie Lepler, as always, was ready and willing to lend a helping hand, especially when it came to
driving the boat or taking pictures. Thank you, Ramie, for all that you do for us – and for the special
food treat you bring on Friday evenings!
To my wife Bryna – I couldn’t do it without you. Thank you for being there for the WEH Camp
and for me!
Ultimately, the success of the season comes down to the presence and actions of campers and
staff. The quality in both these categories was outstanding!
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website (www.westendhousecamp.org) and to tell your
friends about us. We continue to attract many new campers through word of mouth, so if you know
a good candidate who might like to join us next summer, we welcome your referral.
In the meantime, stay well, study hard, and take care. Please do not hesitate to contact me (617783-2267 or email wehbgclub@aol.com) if I can assist in any way.
Bill Margolin

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
The West End House Camp 2015 season has been over for about ten weeks as I sit down in
early November to write this message. My biggest take away from this past season was the large
number of campers who signed up for and enjoyed longer sessions, including a few who were
originally scheduled for 2 weeks and stayed for 8 weeks. We must be doing something right to
inspire this! There were so many fun and exciting activities that happened each and every day.
People were really happy to be there! The positive attitude, camaraderie, and important values that
have become our trademarks were very much in evidence. Without even realizing it, campers were
becoming more independent, self-confident, polite, skilled, and physically fit. People love West End
House Camp and we love the campers and their families right back!
In 2015 we also had a totally veteran staff that showed professionalism and enthusiasm. One
theme for the staff during training and set up week was to develop a long list of things we can do to
help with retention and recruitment for the future. Together we have come up with many different
ideas and strategies that will benefit the camp now and as we move forward.
Our excellent staff was again led by Ryan Wilensky, Director of Operations (and primary
Editor of this terrific yearbook)! Ryan is a busy guy with a growing family (wife Rachel, and kids
Whitney, Wesley, and recent arrival Wade). It is impressive that Ryan still does so much to help
everything run smoothly.
Danny Walsh, our Waterfront Director, led a vibrant, safe, varied, educational, and fun
waterfront program. Danny is so conscientious and reliable; we are very fortunate to have him as
one of our leaders. It was also a pleasure having his fiancee Emma up at camp intermittently.
Living legend Bill Margolin, Executive Director, still helps out West End House Camp in
too many ways to list! Though not quite as nimble as he used to be, Bill, along with his tireless wife
Bryna, are important fixtures at camp.
Joining our leadership team this past summer was Josh Daigle as Assistant Director of
Operations. Josh was a valuable, helpful, and pleasant addition every day. He did a wide range of
important tasks, including making sure that the evenings and nights went smoothly for campers,
staff, and the camp in general. Having Josh’s wife Brianne and their daughter Harper also with us
was a triple bonus!
We were also extremely fortunate to have a new, but experienced Health Care Supervisor,
Bob DeRosso, who hit the ground running and immediately became a vital part of our community.
Bob thoroughly enjoyed being part of the WEHC family and the feeling was mutual!
As another bonus, Allan Jacobs joined us for 3 weeks and lent his considerable talents, his
energetic personality, and his passion for working with children to our overall efforts. Whether
teaching juggling, swimming, canoeing, or sailing, or doing whatever else was needed, Allan put his
positive stamp on the season.
I’d like to thank veteran Senior Counselor Barrett Wilson who also helped us in the role of
CIT Coordinator. He was an excellent mentor and leader of the our huge group of talented CITs.
I am very fortunate to have Ryan, Danny, Bill, Josh, Bob, Allan, and Barrett collaborating
with me to make the summer a success. It happened in 2015 and the same team will be in place for
2016! I am also very thankful to have such a supportive, patient, and helpful wife Ramie who is a
big part of camp too!
I could go on and on about our exciting Color War, Desert War, and World Cup
competitions, our intercamp games, our evening activities, our wide variety of sports and waterfront
activities, but I’ll let the rest of this yearbook speak to this. West End House Camp is “A Positive
Experience That Lasts a Lifetime!” We want you to be part of the unique West End House Camp
family. This will benefit you now and for the rest of your life. Please book your slot for the 2016
season if you have not yet done so and spread the word about all that is special about West End
House Camp. Thank you for your collaboration, involvement, and support.
Best regards to you and your family, Steve Lepler

MESSAGE FROM THE OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
I have to admit, bringing 2 little kids up to camp this summer with Rachel, who was 8 months
pregnant, made me very nervous on a personal side, but we are all glad we did. 2015 was an incredible
summer of good weather, great activities and an outstanding staff. From a programming perspective, I think I
was most proud of the new night activity, Karasik Park, a hotly contested World Cup and a return to having a
great Color War after the 2014 blowout.
There are so many people to thank for making this a great summer, but I will start closest to me with
my family. I do not know any woman that is 8 months pregnant with 2 little kids that would come up to
Maine while her husband worked most of the day. However, Rachel continues to amaze me with her
selflessness, as she knows how important West End is to me and how important this job is too. I am so
thankful for all the staff and campers who played with Whitney whenever she came down to lower camp.
Some personal favorites of hers would have to be her swim teacher Jonah, Bebes, Mitchell, Joey, Jack
Zinman and all the Goroshkos. Wesley had a great summer as he turned 1 in June and got to meet his future
arranged bride in Harper Daigle (kidding). It was a special summer for Wes as he took his first steps up at
camp, but he did get Mess Hall a couple times for throwing his milk. Finally, I would like to thank the baby
that came in September, Wade Mel Wilensky. He did not make his mother too crazy and we are glad to add
another future West Ender to the group.
As always, camp’s continued success can be attributed mostly to Steve Lepler. My favorite quote of
the summer came from new camper, Eric Jansky, who had gone to another camp before: “Everyone is just so
nice here.” Well, let us thank Steve Lepler for that. Our campers truly are an amazing group who represent
us well. Steve works tirelessly to assemble a group who have the West End spirit. Also, I’d like to personally
thank Steve for being flexible with me as I spent more time with my family this summer than in years past.
Bill Margolin is still going strong as the “Consigliore” of West End. I just love to watch Bill
continue to do what makes him happy, telling scary stories, playing chess, give cart rides and entertaining all
the visitors who come to visit. Bill continues to be as valuable and adored as ever.
Thanks to Josh Daigle, who was a huge addition to the leadership team. When Steve was excited
about the prospect of Josh coming to camp as Asst. Operations Director, I had only met him during Old
Timers week. Now I know why Steve wanted to get Josh on board. Josh does a great job taking care of camp
into the late hours of the evening and does anything else that is asked of him.
I want to thank all the Women of West End, Bryna, Ramie, Brianne and now Emma (Danny’s
fiancée). They all help when they are around and do a ton of work that few see. Good luck with the
wedding planning. Also, thanks to Danny Walsh for being passionate about the waterfront and giving the
campers extra waterskiing practice and making smores with them at night.
Bob DeRosso was a great addition as the Health Care supervisor. Bob was always there for the kids
and even liked to get in on activities like Gold Rush and Watermelon while he was on call. I am so happy
Bob is already committed to coming back in 2016.
Finally, I’d like to thank the Senior Counselors individually as they are the key to the staff. I first
have to thank Barrett Wilson who is my dear friend and colleague. Barrett had an extra role this summer as
CIT Coordinator as he met with the CITs and even helped me work out several issues that came up. Thanks
to Jonah Rappaport for leading the Night Activities and making sure, they ran smoothly. Thanks to Mitchell
Lesser who found out firsthand what happens when I have “an idea.” This year the idea was to improve the
Lacrosse program and Mitchell did an outstanding job of teaching, coaching, and reffing throughout the
summer. We played intercamp Lacrosse and even played Lacrosse for leagues. Thanks to Matty Weisman
for running my favorite Intensity clinic, Wrestling. Thanks to Bebes (Craig Beberman) for being a great
positive leader, Gaga Commissioner and an outstanding coach as seen with 11U hoop. Thanks to Joey Cohen
for his endless energy and outstanding reffing and running great Baseball Intensity. Thanks to Andrew Kern
for being a great new addition and being my partner as Basketball ref in CW. Thanks to Mark Karmiy for
being an outstanding 15-under Basketball coach and CW coach as well. Thanks to Matt Connelly for taking
home the flag football title and having such amazing maturity and passion. Thanks to Ignacio De La Torre
for a terrific Archery program and being a great OD for CW. Thanks to Zach Chason, who brought so much
passion as League Commish and CW coach (and made a good choice of colleges, too). Thanks to Ian Finn
who is going into his 2nd year of college, but has the wisdom and maturity of a 50 year old. Finally, thanks
to Todd Zucker who did much of the thankless job of van driving and being the elder statesman for all the
younger staff to look up to. I look forward to an outstanding group of Senior Counselors again in 2016.
–Ryan Wilensky

WEST END HOUSE CAMP BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Members of the West End House Camp Board are people who have all had a long affiliation
with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and effort throughout
the year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Board members, as of January 1, 2016:
President: Michael Berger
Vice President: Robert Goober
Vice President: James Stoller
Vice President: Bill Swiecicki
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Immediate Past President: Marty Jacobs
Past President: Henry Barr

Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Henry Barr
Michael Berger
Dr. Matthew Bloch
Sidney Boorstein
Paul Cohen
Steve Curley
Geoff Dancey
Steve Dancey

DIRECTORS
Martha Day
Scott Eagerman
William Faria
Robert Goober
Michael Gordon
Paul Gordon
Dr. Evan Hack
Martin Jacobs
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Aaron Leppo

John Parker
Lee Rappaport
Robert Ryter
Jeff Seifer
Stuart Snyder
James Stoller
Bill Swiecicki
Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as
President of the Alumni Association, the Boys & Girls Club, and the Camp. He was a most
dedicated and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed
away in 1999. In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person
whose efforts, commitment, and service to West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition
and character so exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein
Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger
Aaron Leppo
Ramie Lepler
Kenny Klapman
Carolyn and Michael Eggert

WEHC ELITE EIGHT 2015

We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend the full 8
weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and continuity, they were
the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general. They did an outstanding job of
guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received special privileges, recognition, and
responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you become a member of the Elite 8 during the
summer of 2016.
2015 MID-SEASON AWARDS
Austin Dodes
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of the first 4
Raymond Wu
weeks campers are honored for their achievements. The
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
following campers were chosen from many excellent
Brady Buckman
nominees by members of the Senior Staff:
Alex Joseph
Ben Keller
Junior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Tom Griffin
Drew Seifer
Houston Barenholtz
Outstanding Junior (1st 4 weeks): Matt Burger
Jeremy Freed
Max Brody
Intermediate Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Lucas Maley
Brandon Buckman
Josh Kornbleuth
Outstanding Intermediate (1st 4 weeks): Will
Ben Kaplan
Burger
Nick Akerstein
LaGordian Brown
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Makiah Bennett
Stu Lustig
Joe Connelly
Outstanding Senior (1st 4 weeks): Quinn Donovan
Aidan Connelly
Tristan Goroshko
Griffin Yas
Jack Zinman
Brandon Karp
Ryan Karp
Ben Shocket
Josh Wolf
Michael Alexis
Gio Tammick
Christian Martinez
Corey Perkins
Brady Bloch
Riley Bloch
Max Andelman
Jonah Bloch
Oudom Seang
Noah Damgaard
Zach Mandel
Hunter Beaulac
Nathaniel Candray

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS- WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2015
Directors' Award
MVP
Harry Wu
Ben Shocket
Rookie of the Year
Ben + Liam Grabie

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Adam Nigrelli

Outstanding Sportsman
Jonah Bloch

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Michael Sudkin

Unsung Hero
Tom Griffin

Directors' Award
Jack Zinman

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION AWARDS- 2015
MVP
Griffin Yas

Rookie of the Year
Eric Jansky

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Josh Wolf

Outstanding Sportsman
Dutch Senft

Bill Margolin Camper of the Year
Joey Cohen

Unsung Hero
Nick Silva

Staff Award
Brady Buckman
Alex Joseph
Max Brody
LaGordian Brown

SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS-2015
MVP
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Raymond Wu

Directors' Award
Drew Seifer

Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Austin Dodes

Outstanding Sportsman
Ben Kaplan

James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Houston Barenholtz

Unsung Hero
Oudom Seang

TENDER WEST ENDERS
What a great summer back at West End House Camp! This year I had the opportunity to run West
End House Camp’s community service team “Tender West Enders.” With the help of SC Joey
Cohen, campers from cabin Gottlieb and G1 completed several projects throughout the summer.
Our focus was maintaining the Road Between The Ponds, from the camp’s entrance all the way past
Kennards. We visited Kennards multiple times to pick up trash and clean the beach. The public
noticed our efforts and many locals made a point to thank us for cleaning up. It was nice to work
with such an enthusiastic and passionate group of young men.
Preparations have already begun for Tender West Ender ’16! We plan to work more with the
community this summer and will continue to show the Parsonsfield area what the Spirit of the
House is all about!
Are you a West Ender who is tender? Do you have ideas for our future community involvement? If
so, I want to hear from you!
Josh Daigle
Assistant Director of Operations
jdaigle@lewistonpublicschools.org

WATERMELON LEAGUE 2015
This year’s Watermelon League season was extremely exciting, competitive, and fun.
WEHC’s unique brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2 inning games,
always produces many memorable moments for all. The teams are captained and named
after our Senior Counselors and Older Leaders, an honor that they all look forward to. We
continued the new tradition of calling balls and strikes during Watermelon games, as well as
during all of our softball games. This has made a major positive difference in the quality and
pace of the games! The standings after the 7 game regular season were as follows:
Rappaport/DeRosso
Kern/DeLaTorre
Zucker/Walsh
Cohen/Beberman
Finn/Chason
Lesser/Weisman
Wilson/Daigle
Connelly/Karmiy

6-1
6-1
4-3
3-4
3-4
3-4
1-6
1-6

After Color War, there was an 8-team playoff consisting of sequential 1 inning games.
Everyone had a chance to potentially taste the watermelon that comes with the
championship! There were some truly close and exciting games. The final game was
between the top 2 seeds Rappaport/DeRosso vs. Kern/Delatorre. This literally came down to
the last batter, when Jonah Rappaport drove home the winning run with a clutch hit. All
members of the Rappaport/DeRosso team celebrated and truly savored their watermelon!
Join us to be part of the fun! Watermelon League 2016 is sure to be as special as it was last
summer. One of the WEHC traditions that dates back to 1959 is going strong!

Intercamp Sports Report 2015
By: Ryan Wilensky
Another successful year of Intercamp for West End House Camp. Our overall record was once
again over .500 with 18 wins, 15 losses, and 2 ties. More impressive though is that we added 4
trophies or plaques to our already impressive array of hardware.
11-Under Basketball tournament @ Indian Acres - This team was a dominant force with the Maley
brothers (Bennett and Lucas), Riley Bloch, Corey Perkins and Adam “The Eraser” Nigrelli heading
up the defense. The average margin of victory in the 3 games was over 20 points. This
championship team has to be considered the best intercamp team of the summer. Thanks to coaches,
Craig Beberman and Victor Svedloff, who brought home the hardware.
12-Under Archery tournament @ O-AT-KA - Sure it was a 3rd place trophy, but we had never done
better than 2nd to last place in this tournament. But, with impressive performances by Kevin Works
(10th place), Ryan Cataldo (11th place), Griffin Yas (19th), Ethan Brodeur (20th), and Josh Wolf
(24th), West End finally was able to capture an Archery trophy. Thanks to Ignacio De La Torre and
Luke Stillman who did a great job as coaches.
13-Under Flag Football tournament @ Robin Hood - No need for a narrative here as Matt Connelly
wrote an article. However, we not only won this tournament but also played with great character
and sportsmanship. Matt Connelly and Jake Yezerski did an outstanding job of coaching as they had
color coded play charts, etc. I always say to the Intercamp coaches, “I’d rather lose with class, than
win without it.” Well, we accomplished both in a tournament that has caused us much heartache in
the past, as we have lost in the finals many years. It was nice to get over the hump.
16-Under 2 on 2 Basketball @ Wigwam - In the most random Intercamp tournament of the summer,
Barrett Wilson drove 4 of our best Basketball players to Wigwam for a 2 on 2 Basketball
tournament played on 8 ft. rims. Our 2 teams made the finals and played against each other. In the
end, the teams of Sam Shapiro and Pat O’Toole beat Jimmy Fitzhenry and Nyindu Kabangu in a
close one, as both of our teams were dominant.
Other Highlights…
House Game – Sam Shapiro had 37 points and JCG added another 16 points as West End won
comfortably by 17 points vs. the rival Robin Hood team. Dan Lavenson, Austin Dodes, Omar
Quilter and Donte Barboza had solid contributions.
Hood Game – In a repeat of the House game West End won by 13 points quite comfortably. Again,
Sam Shapiro led the way scoring 21 points and JCG had 18.
13 Under Lacrosse Tournament -We hosted our first intercamp tournament in over 8 years as it was
a priority this summer to do more Lacrosse. Although a couple of camps I thought were coming
backed out, we still had a great time with Camp Winona and 2 evenly matched West End Teams
(Blue and White). After West End White defeated the Blue team they lost to an exceptional Winona
team. However, one has to wonder how we would have done with our all-star team vs. them.
13-Under Hoop Finals – Our team was dominant until the finals, where our shots just would not fall
and we suffered a heartbreaking loss to Indian Acres 13-11 in the Finals. Up to then, we won games
by scores of 30-3, 37-6 and 30-7.
I would like to thank all the coaches. Coaching intercamp is an extra responsibility with a huge time
commitment. There are some terrific players, who are eligible next year for the 15-under Basketball.
The upcoming team should be led by Ben Kaplan, who has a great old school game, Brandon
Buckman, LaGordian Brown, Jeremy Freed, Yasmo, Oudom Seang, Omar Quilter, Donte Barboza,
Josh Kornbleuth and George Zabalou. Watch out Robin Hood!

Date
7/2
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/10
7/10
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/13
7/15
7/15
7/15

Intercamp Sports 2015 Results
Game
W,L ,T
15-Under Hoop (HOUSE GAME)
Won
10 - Under Soccer
Tie
10 - Under Softball
Lost
10 – Under Hoop
Lost
10 – Under Newcomb
Lost
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Won
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Won
13-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
Won
13-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Finals)
Lost
15-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Won
15-Under Hoop Tournament @ RH
Won
15-Under Hoop Tourney @ RH (Semis)
Lost
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ IA
Won
13-Under Hoop Tournament @ IA
Lost
11-Under Hoop Tournament @ IA
Won
11-Under Hoop Tournament @ IA
Won
11-Under Hoop Tourn. @ IA (Finals)
Won
11-Under Soccer Tournament @ IA
Lost
11-Under Soccer Tournament @ IA
Tie
15-Under Hoop tourney @ Win
Won
15-Under Hoop tourney @ Win
Lost
15-Under Hoop tourney @ Win
Lost

7/16

15 + 12 Under Spelling Bee (in Portland)

7/20
7/20
7/22
7/22
7/22
7/22
7/22
7/24
7/30
7/30
7/30
7/30

WEHC
73
1
1
15
17
30
37
30
11
26
19
30
31
30
42
34
37
0
0
30
36
27

Opponent
56 RH
1 RH
6 RH
28 RH
21 RH
3 RH
6 Cody
7 RH
13 Indian Acres
24 Winaukee
8 Kenwood
40 Bauercrest
13 RH
31 Winona
17 Owatonna
14 Bridgton
15 Wigwam
1 Wigwam
0 Winona
18 Tecumseh
40 RH
35 Indian
Acres

12 – Under Lacrosse Tourn @ Winaukee
12 – Under Lacrosse Tourney @ Winaukee
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH

No1st
places
Lost
Lost
Won

3
2
28

13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-Under Football Tourney @ RH
13-U Football Tourney @ RH (Semis)
13-U Football Tourney @ RH (Finals)

Won
Won
Won
Won

43
20
18
37

Won
Lost
W+L
Lost
Lost
2 Ties

61
4
4
2
5

7 Winaukee
8 Tecumseh
14 Indian
Acres
0 Fatima
6 Wigwam
12 Winaukee
6 Indian
Acres
48 @RH
9 Winona
9 (WE-A vs. B)
5 Winona
9 Win v

15 – Under Basketball (HOOD GAME)
13 – Under Lax Tourney @ WEHC (A)
13 – Under Lax Tourney @ WEHC A vs. B
13 – Under Lax Tourney @ WEHC (B)
13 – U Lax Tour @ WEHC Final (B)
Final Intercamp Record: 18 Wins
15 Losses

13-Under Football Tournament at Robin Hood
By Matt Connelly
This tournament was about the West Enders who played in it, yet I would like to lead off
with a personal anecdote. I was on the 13-Under football team in 2009, with an arsenal of players
who either had great careers at WEHC or even now start for the NC State Wolfpack (Tony Adams).
All that being said, neither my team nor Coach Jake Yezerski’s team could win the Tournament,
and the first thing I told this team was we would be the first ever to get this evasive trophy, and we
had the talent to win it.
We began the day against a solid Indian Acres team led by some tall wide receivers and an
extremely mobile quarterback. I was worried until the second play, when Evan Fredel picked off
their quarterback and set up Luke Lentine and Quinn Donovan for a quick score to put us up early.
From there, Luke threw another two touchdowns to Evan Fredel and Donte Barboza to slide us into
a solid 28-14 victory, setting us up for a day of further successes.
The second game of the day was against a small Fatima squad, and from the beginning we
knew we were going to be able to run the majority of the plays we wanted to. I knew the game was
going to go well when Tyrese Sealy shut down the entire left side of the field and even caught an
interception out of bounds on an incredibly athletic play. From there, a scramble by Dezmond
Mitchell turned into a 40-yard touchdown and a victory for our West Enders, 43-0.
Our last game of the morning was against a small yet athletic Wigwam team, and after a
blowout win we came out lackadaisically and were down during the first part of the first quarter. It
became even more apparent we were having a bad game when Evan Fredel jumped up to catch an
interception and the ball landed in the arms of their receiver. Mental toughness helped the team
though, as Evan intercepted the ball the next play and ran it back twenty yards. It was significantly
better after that, as the Lentine-Donovan connection scored twice as we coasted to a 20-6 win.
After lunch we squared off against a rock-solid Winaukee team, and from the beginning we
knew it was going to be an absolute battle. As the game wore on an extremely professional West
End team kept its cool and competed the whole game. Tied at 12 with one-minute left, we began a
drive down the field as Brandon Buckman scampered 15 yards to put us into position to score. From
there, Luke Lentine threw a tight spiral high over the middle and Donte Barboza pulled in a Randy
Moss-esque touchdown with mere seconds remaining, and the Defense held to give us an 18 to 12
victory. This victory actually sent Winaukee packing, as West End walked away winners with class.
In the words of the ever-so-eloquent Bill Belichick, we were “On to Indian Acres.”
Our final game of the day was against the same team we played at the beginning of the day,
a red-hot Indian Acres team. Jake Yezerski and I decided to start the game with a trick play, and as
Donte Barboza ran a WR sweep, he set his feet and hit Evan Fredel to flip the field from our goal
line to theirs, allowing Brandon Buckman to run it in for the first score of the Championship Game.
From there, Brandon was catching everything in sight, and the team’s successes were contagious, as
we won the final game by an impressive score of 37-12, securing our first ever victory. I could not
be more proud of the whole team for the way they conducted themselves, and I know Jake and I
took genuine pleasure in coaching this group of talented and mature young men.
Donte Barboza
LaGordian Brown
Brandon Buckman
Joey Cohen
Quinn Donovan
Evan Fredel
Luke Lentine

Kyle Mickelson
Desmond Mitchell
Omar Quilter
Tyrese Sealy
Devin Usal
Kevin Works
George Zabalou

2015 SPELLING BEE
The 11th Annual Spelling Bee, held in Portland, Maine on Thursday, July 16, 2015, saw eleven
Maine camps and 135 campers compete for prizes in the two age divisions. West End House
Camp, although well prepared, did not succeed in capturing first place in any of the categories.
The Junior Team (12 and under) was represented by Christopher Victorin and Liam Ross. They
put up a good fight but were eventually eliminated. The word “annoyance” finally did them in.
This was an annoyance.
The Senior Team (13-15 years old) consisted of Houston Barenholtz, Sam Shapiro, Stuart
Lustig, Brandon Karp, and Ryan Karp. As a team, they were eliminated from the finals, but on
the individual level hope sprang eternal until Ryan Karp received the fatal word “potpourri.”
Congratulations to both West End House Camp teams for their efforts, and thanks for their
many hours of going through practice sheets in preparation for the Spelling Bee. The day was
capped off with the annual trip by the team to the Dairy Queen, where Bill Margolin had his long
awaited Blizzard Ice Cream concoction.
Many thanks to the participants, to Assistant Coach, Aaron Karasik, and to Allan Jacobs for
driving the van and for help in general.
We will be looking for exceptional spellers for next summer’s competition, tentatively
scheduled for mid-July 2016! – Bill Margolin

THE FOUR QUESTIONS
At West End House Camp all of us must ask ourselves these four questions before and during all
we do:
1) Is it safe?
2) Is it fun for me and for everybody?
3) Are we doing/teaching the right thing?
4) Would leaders at camp and our parents say “Go for it”?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

WEST END HOUSE CAMP’S FAVE FIVE
Positive attitude, positive actions.
Listen to your counselors.
Try your hardest.
Respect and treat others and their property as you would like to be treated.
WEHC is the best place in the world. Be grateful that you’re here. Make it even better!

WE HAVE A ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY TOWARDS BULLYING!
WEST END HOUSE CAMP- MAKE FRIENDS FOR LIFE!

Intermediate League Report
By Ryan Wilensky
Intermediate Leagues have now been in their 8th year of business starting in 2008.
Coaches and refs always say that the Intermediate League is the best league because of the
intense competition and coaching. In the first session, the team names were WNBA teams.
Unlike the WNBA, the Intermediate League has been a major success and has not had to be
carried by its big brother, Senior Leagues.
Inspired by the late Martin Luther King Jr.’s famous “I have a Dream Speech,” the
Atlanta Dreams have been a pedestrian WNBA franchise since their inaugural season. However,
the Intermediate League, The Atlanta Dreams won the first session, led by their veteran coach
Gabe Sands. Coach Sands somehow was able to get 2 studs on his roster with Evan Fredel and
George Zabalou, which were the KD + Westbrook of the 1st 2 weeks. He had daily conferences
from the actual Atlanta Dream coach, Michael Cooper, who was an integral part of Showtime
Lakers of the 1980s to find ways to play at a faster pace.
For the 2nd session, the names came from Bill’s serials. Bill Margolin is known for many
things, his stories, his chess skills, spelling bees, his love for piggy back rides and his serial
videos he used to show to a small loyal following of campers after cake and milk. According to
Wikipedia, “In 1941, an American aviator, 'Smilin' Jack' Martin wishes to resign as an advisor to
the Nationalist Chinese Army in order to return to the United States to enlist as an aviator in
America's military buildup prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor.” Ironically, Coach Manny Mohan
resigned from his position on water staff to lead this championship team. The Smilin’ Jacks had
a stacked roster including Basketball stars Devin Usal and Omar Quilter. With Tyrese Sealy and
Kyle Mickelson’s speed, this team could not be denied. Also, they had Gio Tammick, who not
only won the Triple Crown, but added 2 League titled to his impressive trophy case this summer.
In the last session, the teams were named after popular deodorant brands, and the 3s and
the 4s never smelt better. The key to any winning team this summer was securing the services of
Gio Tammick, who won everything he did all summer except for leagues in the 1st session. Gio
was the Bill Russell of West End in 2015, continually finding himself in the winner’s circle.
Despite lacking many Irish players, the Irish Springs had the Luck of the Leprechaun on their
side and were led by Joey Cohen and rookie of the year, Eric Jansky. With a roster that included
Brandon Karp, Juan Barrios, John McLaughlin and Antonio Torres, this team had the veteran
savvy needed to secure a title. Also, for the first time ever, the winning team got to go to Route
160 Iced Cream as a reward. Coach Ado Jean-Noel used many of his Ultimate Frisbee theories
of pace and space to increase tempo in many of his contests.
I’d like to thank the coaches, Ado Jean-Noel, Manny Mohan, Gabe Sands, and Isaiah
Bedsole for doing a great job coaching Intermediate Leagues. I’d also like to thank Jake
Yezerski who coached the 1st session, but took the big money contract offered by junior leagues
for the rest of the summer. Also, I’d like to thank Ian Finn for doing a great job running the
league.

Junior and Senior League Report 2015
By: Jack Meaney
For the summer of 2015, I had the pleasure to assist Zach Chason as the Commissioner
for the Junior and Senior Leagues, which are the portion of the day where each division is split
into teams that compete against each other in sports like basketball, volleyball/newcomb, soccer,
etc. In the first two-week session, the four junior team names were Adam Sandler movies.
Sandler has some classic movies that the campers see and like, so this theme was fitting. The
team names were: Happy Gilmore, The Wedding Singer, Billy Madison, and The Waterboy.
Returning campers Riley Bloch and Ryan Torres had great first sessions and won the MVPs for
weeks one and two. The senior teams were all named after tracks in the classic game Mario Kart
on Nintendo 64. The tracks were Donkey Kong (DK) Mountains, Daisy Cruisers, Rainbow
Roads, and Mushroom Ridges. Bunk 1A had an outstanding first two weeks with Max Brody and
Ben Kaplan having topnotch performances and earning MVPs for weeks one and two.
The second two-week session, which brought new campers, new talent, and new team
names, were also exciting. The junior team names were based upon the game Pokémon. The
names were the Squirtles, Bulbasaurs, Charmanders, and Pikachus. The campers got very excited
about this theme and loved all the names. Some standout performances included Adam Nigrelli
and Simon Goodman who both arrived during this session and won the MVPs of the week. In
addition, Coach Mike Goroshko was able to lead his team to its second championship in a row.
For the seniors, their second session theme was Gatorade flavors: Glacier Freeze, Lemon Lime,
Cool Blue, and Fierce Grape. Quinn Donovan and longtime camper Juan Carlos Gonzalez
brought home the MVPs for weeks three and four.
Lastly, the longest session, the final four weeks, always brings great competition. The
Junior league theme was teams that are no longer in professional sports such as the Oilers,
Expos, Whalers, and Supersonics. Mike Goroshko was not able to bring home the final
championship, but he had a great camp season coaching juniors. The final four MVPs of the
week included Antonio Agard, Jonah Bloch, Corey Perkins, and Michael Sudkin. In the Seniors’
last session, Triple Crown winners was the theme with the names American Pharoah, Miguel
Cabrera, Pedro Martinez, and West End’s own Farid Mawanda (a camp Triple Crown is winning
World Cup, Desert War, and Color War in one year). The final four MVPs for the senior division
included Jimmy Fitzhenry, Almonte Henk, Austin Ricker, and Trevor Kelly.
I would like to thank all of the land staff for their excellent refereeing skills. They were a
pleasure to work with and hopefully we get a group as talented next year. Junior league coaches
Mike Goroshko, Sam Shapiro, Pat O’Toole, Jake Yezerski, and Jack Lesser were fantastic and
patient with all of the kids all summer long. Senior League captains this year included Austin
Dodes, Juan Carlos Gonzalez, Alex Joseph, Brady Buckman, Jimmy Fitzhenry, and Houston
Barenholtz. They were great leaders throughout the year and have outstanding potential as future
staff men at West End.

Adam Sandler League(Weeks
1 + 2)
Happy Gilmores – Coach
Goroshko
Ryan Torres
Riley Bloch
Zach Mandel
Matthew Connolly
Jaeshawn Rojers
Max Andelman
Alex Babb
Zyaire Abney
Jaden Dominique

Junior League Champions
Pokemon League (Weeks 3 +
4)
Charmanders – Coach
Goroshko
Adam Nigrelli
Dom Delgado
Hunter Bealuac
Jaden Dominique
Matty Vogel
Michael Hoffman
Noah Damgard
Simon Goodman
Zack Waxman

Defunct Team League (Weeks
5-8)
Houston Oilers – Coach
Yezerski
Brandon Goldberg
Michael Sudkin
James Kagoda
Israel Anselme
Zach Mandel
Jay Obi
Harry Wu
Tom Griffin
Simon Goodman
Matty Vogel
Brian DaCosta

Intermediate League Champions
WNBA Teams (Weeks 1 + 2)
Bill’s Serials (Weeks 3 + 4)
Deodorant League (Weeks 5-8)
Atlanta Dreams – Coach
Smiling Jacks – Coach Manny
Irish Spring – Coach Ado
Sands
Evan Fredel
Devan Usal
Joey Cohen
George Zabalou
Omar Quilter
Eric Jansky
Liam Ross
Tyrese Sealy
Brandon Karp
Tim Beinborn
Kyle Mickelsohn
Malik Jean-Guillaume
Yonel Torres
Dezmond Mitchell
Alex Tager
Eddie Zhang
Thomas Cai
Gabe DaSilva
Thomas Cai
Jason Dong
John McLaughlin
Nathaniel Hasanaj
Liam Ross
Javier Mota
Gio Tammick
Juan Barrios
Rhyan Almonacy
Giovanni Tammok
Antonio Torres
Senior League Champions
Mario Kart Tracks (Weeks 1 + Gatorade Flavors (Weeks 3 +
Triple Crown League (Weeks
2)
4)
5-8)
Daisy Cruisers
Cool Blue
Miguel Cabrera
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Brady Buckman
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Alex Joseph
Houston Barenholtz
Alex Joseph
Ben Keller
Ben Kaplan
Ben Kaplan
Makiah Bennett
Ben Keller
Brandon Buckman
Sean Karass
Quinn Donovan
Isaiah Manuel
Jeremy Freed
Aidan Connelly
James Lee
Zamayne Abney
Nick Akerstein
LaGordian Brown
Christian Ho
Jacob Dyer
Michael Alexis
Michael Alexis
Franck Magloire
Nick Akerstein
Joseph Dain
Raymond Wu
Kentony Chau

JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Riley Bloch
Ryan Torres
Adam Nigrelli
Simon Goodman
Antonio Agard
Jonah Bloch
Michael Sudkin
Corey Perkins

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Zylas Abney
Max Andelman
Matty Burger
Ben Grabie
Ben Shocket
Liam Grabie
Michael Hoffman
James Kagoda

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Griffin Yas
Donte Barboza
Evan Fredel
Thomas Cai
Joey Cohen
Dutch Senft
Harry Tager
Alberto Terrazas

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Tim Beinborn
Nathan Hasanaj
Benett Maley
Raymond Yu
Nick Silva
Jack Zinman
Drew Aggouras
Eric Jansky

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Max Brody
Ben Kaplan
Quinn Donovan
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Almonte Henk
Austin Ricker
Trevor Kelly

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Michael Alexis
Brady Buckman
Alex Joseph
Matt Paluzzi
Oudom Seang
Austin Dodes
Andrew Hallion
Prince Obi

WEHC FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new
plaques that are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor
campers and staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an
induction ceremony on Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been, and will continue
to be, a huge part of our success. They will proudly show their families now and in the future
that they are members of a special and exclusive club. The 2015 inductees are in bold.
Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Chris Moriarty
Andrew DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink
Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus Tingling
Matt Yudysky

Aaron Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann
John Almeida
Denicio
Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
Adam Josephson
Panharith Kong
David Lach
Anthony
LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White
Louis Shaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
Shin Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
Thibaut Rochette
Gabe Sands

Michael Oliveri
Steven Price
Colman Lydon
Farid Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson
Jordan Cohen
Matt Connelly
Jordan Chabot
J. Gonzales
Danny Brack
Jack Donaldson
Frank Dawson
Jake Yezerski
Oudom Seang
Matt Weisman
Raymond Wu
Evan Vale
Luke Stillman
Joe Rowland
Alex Romantz
Max Robert
Patrick O’Toole
Michael
Messina
Isaac Merson
Eric McNeilly
A. Mastrangelo
Jack Lesser
Joey LeBlanc
Matt Heim
Karl Hubbard
Anthony Shea

Joey Lydon
Max Lustig
B. McCrory
Yasin
Mohamud
Matt Moriarty
Jalan Price
Aaron Promer
Austin Ricker
Nate Wright
Walter Thom
Tristan
Goroshko
Alex Joseph
Ben Kaplan
Ben Keller
Calvin Lok
Alex Kraus
Stuart Lustig
Blake Masse
Zach Miller
Ari Natansohn
Matt Noah
Alan Qiu
Diego Rivera
Brendan
Sanders
Ethan Seidman
Drew Seifer
Sam Shapiro
Jacob Sigel
Jake Sudkin
Zach Zysk

NEW MEMBERS
Ryan Karp
Brandon Karp
Andrew Hallion
Joe Connelly
Aidan Connelly
Josh Kornbleuth
Jonathan Kraus
Jeremy Freed
Brendan Flood
Houston Barenholtz
C. DiPietrantonio
Eddie Benson
Cole Lepler
Liam Rowland
Mark Karmiy
James Lee
Sean Staples
Jordan Sarnie
Andrew Kern
Aaron Karasik
James Dunlea
Spencer Quist
Ignacio De La Torre
Josh Daigle
Victor Svedloff
Almonte Henk
Noah Stonehill
Kentony Chau

Jacob Sands
M. Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason

Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su

Dylan A-Kelly
Noah Aspel
Matt Fischer
Anthony Folkes
Cam DeLuca
Keith Denning
Mike Goroshko
Gavin Healy

Brian Bartlett
Craig Beberman
Max Brody
Brandon
Buckman
Brady Buckman
Jacob Denning
Austin Dodes
Liam Flood
Jordan
Goldberg

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse C-Golden
Andrew DeMarco

Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Roque Reyes
Jake Ryter
Alex Hebert

Matt Shivers
Brion Rock
Neil Sharma
Zach Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Jarrid McElligott
Michael Katzen
Aaron Rappaport

Zach Chason
Mitchell Lesser
Jeremy Zucker
NEW MEMBERS
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Ian Finn
Denicio Campozano

Night Activities 2015
The “Night Activity Challenge” is a yearly event that takes place before the campers arrive. It is
designed for our staff to come up with a new, creative night activity each year. This year the
Challenge happened on the Saturday morning before camp started. This process has led to 8
great night activities in the last 7 years (Inferno, West Endo, Murder Mystery, Domination,
Walking Dead, Trifecta, Lava, Karasik Park). This year, the winning group was Karasik Park,
which was a terrific new Night Activity in which the CITs dressed as Dinosaurs and the campers
had to throw dodgeballs at them around lower camp. It was named after one of its co-founders,
Aaron Karasik. Thanks to all of the staff for running great night activities this summer such as
Gold Rush, Domination, and Walking Dead. I would like to thank Jonah Rappaport for again
organizing the Night Activities and for making sure they all ran smoothly.
June 28: Challenge the Staff
June 29: Watermelon
June 30: Trifecta
July 1: Beach Resort
July 2: House Game vs. Robin Hood
July 3: Murder Mystery
July 4: Story with Bill
July 5: Watermelon
July 6: Gold Rush
July 7: Clash of Clans
July 8: Start of World Cup + T-shirt making
July 9: World Cup
July 10: Domination
July 11: Awards Banquet, League Champs
July 12: Watermelon
July 13: Counselor Hunt
July 14: Inferno
July 15: Karasik Park
July 16: Walking Dead
July 17: Super Monopoly
July 18: Prize or Consequence
July 19: Watermelon
July 20: Trifecta
July 21: Jr. + Int. Jujubee/Hood Game fakeout
July 22: DESERT WAR is NOW
July 23: Desert War - Capture the Flag
July 24: Challenge the Staff
July 25: Awards Banquet, League Champs

July 26: Watermelon
July 27: Domination
July 28: Elections
July 29: Murder Mystery
July 30: Karasik Park/Family Feud
July 31: Auction Part 1
August 1: Visiting Day/Auction Part 2/Beach
Resort
August 2: Watermelon
August 3: Gold Rush
August 4: Jr. + Int. Jujubee/ Treasure Hunt
August 5: Gottlieb Hunt
August 6: All-Stars Part 1
August 7: All-Stars Part 2
August 8: Walking Dead
August 9: Watermelon
August 10: Liar’s Club – Color War Edition
August 11: COLOR WAR is NOW – Song
Practice
August 12: Sr. Apache/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 13: Jr. Apache/Sr. Spelling Bee
August 14: Song Night Practice
August 15: Song Night Practice
August 16: Song Night – END OF COLOR
WAR
August 17: Bunk Activities
August 18: Name Game
August 19: Color War Video Extravaganza
August 20: Funtown Trip to Saco
August 21: Awards Night/Banquet
August 22: Campers Leave (in a.m.)

2015 Election Results
Elections for the West End House Camp Cabinet took place on July 29th. Each candidate had to
make a speech in front of the camp and field questions, in a Town Hall style format, from our
distinguished panel of former Cabinet Members who have retired. Emerging from these
contentious elections were the campers below. Thanks to all campers who showed enough
courage to run for office and to Noah Stonehill for acting as the Secretary of State and certifying
each candidate. There were 3 political parties represented at the elections: the Innovative Party
(led by Jonah Rappaport), the Traditional Party (led by Matt Connelly) and the Liberal Party (led
by Joey Cohen). The Liberal party won 7 positions, the Traditionalists 3, and Innovative won 2.
The message has been sent, the camp is tired of the conservative regime that ran camp last
summer. Look for higher taxes, more services for the people and more of an equal distribution
of wealth and canteen. President Obama was quoted from his vacation town in Limerick as
saying, “This is a great day for America and West End House Camp.” The Cabinet meetings
were held at the end of summer and were sponsored by Dunkin Donuts.
Position
Asst. to Waterfront
Liaison to the Cook

Junior Mail Postmaster
Intermediate Mail
Postmaster
Senior Mail Postmaster
Junior League Assistant
Intermediate League
Assistant
Senior League Assistant
Junior Sargent at Arms
Senior Sargent at Arms
Vice President

President

Duties
Assists in Waterfront scheduling
and announcing
Facilitates mediation between the
cooks and the general public on
ways to improve the delivery of our
cuisine.
Distributes and coordinates camp
mail
Distributes and coordinates camp
mail
Distributes and coordinates camp
mail
Assists in League scheduling and
announcing
Assists in League scheduling and
announcing
Assists in League scheduling and
announcing
Raises and lowers the flag, defends
camp, provides military expertise
Raises and lowers the flag, defends
camp, provides military expertise
Is available if the President is
unable to execute his duties. Also,
serves as a consultant.
Is in charge of the camp from a
camper perspective.

Winner
Jack Zinman

Political Party
Traditionalists

Jay Obi

Liberal

Brandon
Goldberg
All five Tagers

Liberal

Drew Seifer

Liberal

Ben Shocket

Traditionalists

Juan Barrios

Liberal

Austin Dodes

Liberal

Brady Bloch

Liberal

Brady Buckman

Traditionalist

Max Andelman

Liberal

Houston
Barenholtz

Innovative

Innovative

All-Stars 2015
5A
Hunter Beaulac
N. Candray
Brady Bloch

5B
40 Antonio Agard
18 Israel Anselme
17 Tristan Placide

3A
Chris Victorin
Javier Mota
Gio Tammick

3B
24 Matthew Kern
17 Alberto Terrazas
17 Nick Silva

1A
Josh Kornbleuth
Ben Kaplan
Trevor Kelly
Aidan Connelly

29
12
11
11

1B
Cole Lepler
A.Vaquerano
Joseph Dain
Jeremy Freed

32
22.5
17.5

2A
Riley Bloch
Zach Mandel
Ben Grabie

2B
27 Adam Nigrelli
20 Ben Shocket
17 Zack Waxman

24.3
24
20

36
32
16

4A
Alex Tager
Dutch Senft
Mohamed Aljundi

4B
20 Joey Cohen
19 Evan Fredel
13 Eric Jansky

31
18
17

23
20
16
12

GOTTLIEB
Brendan Flood
Ben Keller
Almonte Henk
Kentony Chau

23
19
15
15

G1 + others
Jimmy Fitzhenry
H. Barenholtz
JC Gonzalez
Austin Dodes

Events
Frisbee Throw
Soccer Shots
Dash
Soccer Field

Broad Jump
Softball Throw
Football Punt
Baseball Field

Underwater Swim
Wiffleball Homers
Spelling Test

Basketball shots
Pull Ups
Archery

SUPER DUPER
STAR

Hunter Beaulac

26.5
18
13
12

Wiffle Ball Ladder

Standings:
1.

Jordan Chabot

Austin Dodes

Max Brody

2.

Matt Connelly

Aidan Connelly

Joe Connelly

3.

Jordan Leppo

Jack Zinman

Tristan Goroshko

4.

Luke Stillman

George Zabalou

Josh Wolf

5.

Aaron Karasik

Jeremy Freed

Nick Ackerstein

6.

Josh Kornbleuth Brandon Buckman Josiah Seide

7.

Brady Buckman Ben Shocket

Ryan Torres

8.

Hunter Beaulac

Brady Bloch

Houston Barenholtz

9.

Zach Mandel

Ben Keller

Joey Cohen

10. Corey Perkins

Riley Bloch

Juan Carlos Gonzalez

11. Bryan DaCosta

Matty Weisman

Gio Tammick

12. Yonel Torres

Nasir Simon

Evan Fredel

13. Noah Stonehill

Nick Silva

Devin Usal

CHESS 2015
Chess again proved to be popular with campers and staff. Bill Margolin, who had lost the top
spot in the 2014 Chess Ladder to Noah Stonehill on the very last day of camp that summer
(about an hour before the busses came rolling in to transport the campers to Boston), exacted
revenge on his nemesis in 2015 and emerged in first place at the end of this past season. The
truth be known, however, Bill suffered many a loss at the hands of Joseph Dain, who opted not
to enter the Ladder. In addition, he was constantly challenged by the likes of Max Andelman,
Harry Wu and Matt Goroshko and is nervously looking at tough competition next summer.
In addition to the Chess Ladder, two Intensity Training Sessions were held last summer,
wherein campers were offered instruction and practice time to perfect their skills in this field.
2015 Chess Ladder Standings
Bill Margolin
Noah Stonehill
Danny Walsh
Barrett Wilson
Josh Daigle
Aaron Karasik
Mark Karmiy
Gabe Sands
Sam Eggert
Sam Shapiro
Ryan Karp
Max Andelman
Houston Barenholtz
Alex Romantz
Kevin Wu
Jack Lesser
Bob DeRosso
Noah Damgaard
Israel Obi
Jonah Bloch
Bryan DaCosta
Matt Goroshko

World Cup Report 2015
By: Jack Meaney
In this year’s version of West End’s World Cup, team China was labeled the favorite to
bring home the trophy and repeat as champions. In arguably the closest and most exciting World
Cup yet, two underdogs advanced to the finals in a matchup between Ireland and South Africa.
The interesting aspect of World Cup that we do not see in many other activities at camp is that
juniors, intermediates, and seniors are together on teams. To make this fair, points are worth
more for the intermediates and the most for the juniors. This year’s tournament featured lots of
impact by the younger campers in their games.
The Europe division was represented in the semi-final bombardment game by Spain and
Ireland. Loud and energetic coach Matt Connelly and returning camper Juan Carlos Gonzalez led
Spain. In addition to Gonzalez, Josh Kornbleuth, Josh Wolf, and Tyrese Sealy were key
members of the team. Ireland was led by coach Mitch Lesser, a member as a camper himself,
Dan Lavenson, Jacob Dyer, newcomer Thomas Cai, and all-star junior Ryan Torres. In this
grueling, time-consuming battle of the titans, Ireland emerged victorious after Tyrese Sealy saw
four of his half-court shots go in and out. A half-court shot would have brought his whole team
back in; however, Ireland found the right mix of good luck and technical dodgeball skill.
Opposing the Europe division was the World division, which featured Brazil and South
Africa in their region’s semi-final. Brazil began the day with three wins and slowed down as the
day went on, but were able to advance with new coach Craig Beberman, leaders Sean Karass, a
senior, George Zabalou, an intermediate, and new addition Riley Bloch, a junior highly recruited
by all teams. Facing them was powerhouse South Africa, who rallied with seven wins after
starting the day losing their first two games. Enthusiastic coach Matt Weisman welcomed back
Alex Joseph and Brandon Buckman after their year away from World Cup and added stud
intermediate Evan Fredel. They were able to eliminate the 2014 reigning champion China from
playoff qualification in a Volleyball/Newcomb game with an intensity World Cup had never
before seen. This semi-final bombardment game ended much quicker, despite a valiant effort
from George Zabalou left alone against five from South Africa. However, George was not able
to defeat famous jump thrower Eddie Zhang, and South Africa moved on.
In the final matchup between co-counselors of 5A and 5B, Matt Weisman and Mitch
Lesser, it was Ireland and 5A’s Mitch Lesser who was able to prevail and win the West End
World Cup! Junior Ryan Torres was named tournament MVP and was given the “Golden Ball.”
This year’s tournament marked one for the record books, with every team winning at least one
game, and near ties for playoff qualifications in both divisions.
I would like to thank all the coaches and campers for putting in lots of effort, as well as
Sam Eggert and Ryan Wilensky with whom I had the pleasure to organize and run this great
activity. Next year’s tournament will be very exciting and we expect teams Spain, Brazil, South
Africa, China, and all the countries to come back hungry!

WORLD CUP 2015 Teams
Battle for Random Togetherness
South Africa - Wizzy
China - Joey
Alex Joseph (S)
Austin Dodes (S)
Brandon Buckman(S) Oudom Seang (S)
Timothy Chu (S)
Nick Akerstein (S)
Evan Fredel (I)
Ben Kaplan (S)
Ahura Shadfar (I)
Donte Barboza(I)
Eddie Zhang (I)
Liam Ross (I)
Juan Barrios (J)
Raymond Yu (I)
Devante Sealy (J)
Nathaniel Candray(J)
Corey Perkins (J)
Jaden Dominique (J)

Cold War
USA - Chason
Russia- Barrett
Drew Seifer (S)
Makiah Bennett (S)
Aaron Cheng (S)
Max Brody (S)
Tim Beinborn (I)
Joe Connelly (S)
Brandon Karp (I)
Nasir Simon (I)
Ryan Karp (I)
Omar Quilter (I)
Ryan Murillo (J)
Xavier Thompson (I)
Jaeshawn Rogers (J)
Matthew Connolly (J)
Zyaire Abney (J)
Cameron Fox (J)
Matty Vogel (J)
Zach Mandel (J)

Battle for Latin America
Brazil - Beberman
Mexico - Ian Finn
Sean Karass (S)
Raymond Wu (S)
Stu Lustig (S)
Christian Ho (S)
George Zabalou (I)
Sean Staples (S)
Jack Zinman(I)
Noah Oppenheim (I)
Chris Connolly (I)
Nathaniel Hasanaj (I)
Seamus Fox (I)
Kevin Barrera (I)
Zylas Abney (J)
Hunter Beaulac(J)
DJ Dominique (J)
Jackson Gervacio (J)
Riley Bloch (J)
Ben Grabie (J)

Battle for the Mediterranen
Italy - Ignacio
Greece - Jonah
Brady Buckman (S)
Ethan Seidman (S)
Jeremey Freed (S)
Houston Barenholtz (S)
LaGordian Brown (S) Franck MaGloire(S)
Blake Masse (I)
Gianni Thompson(I)
Dezmond Mitchell (I) Max Howard (I)
Tristan Goroshko (I)
Jack Gu (I)
Jonah Bloch (J)
Yonel Torres (I)
Max Andelman (J)
Noah Damgaard (J)
Liam Grabie (J)

Battle of the British Isles
England - Kern
Ireland - Mitch
Ben Keller (S)
Dan Lavenson (S)
Seva Filatov (S)
Jacob Dyer (S)
Michael Alexis (S)
Leo Mirabal (I)
Griffin Yas (I)
Phoenix Almonte (I)
Kelton Jamieson (I)
Giovanny Tammick (I)
Jason Dong (I)
Thomas Cai (I)
Christian Martinez (I) Dom Delgado (J)
Josiah Seide (J)
Brady Bloch (J)
Jared Rosario (J)
Ryan Torres (J)

Battle for the Pyranees
France - Karmiy
Spain - Connelly
Aidan Connelly (S)
Josh Kornbleuth (S)
Adam Staples (S)
Zamayne Abney (S)
Yasin Mohamud (S)
JC Gonzalez (S)
Dutch Senft (I)
Harvey Chen (I)
Kevin Works (I)
Josh Wolf (I)
Sidney Wen (I)
Tyrese Sealy (I)
Ben Shocket (J)
Alex Arevalo (J)
Alex Babb (J)
Nick Zhang (J)
Keegan Clark (J)
Bryan DaCosta (J)

WORLD CUP 2015 RESULTS
EUROPE
Morning
Points
Afternoon

Points

Night

Ireland
England
France
Greece
Italy

W
W
L
W
L

W
L
T
T
W

W
L
L
W
L

10
3
1
8
3

L W L
L L W
W W W
L L W
W L L

4
3
10
3
4

W
L
W
L
L

L
W
L
L
W

3
4
3
3
7

Spain

L

L

W

4

W W

6

W W W

10

L

WORLD

L
L
L
W
W

Points

EUROPE

5 USA

2
3
2
0
1
7
1
3
1
2

6 Russia

4

1 South Africa
2 Brazil
3 China
4 Mexico

1 Spain
2 Ireland
3 Italy
4 France
5 Greece
6 England

WORLD
Morning
Points

Afternoon

Points

2
0
1
7
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
0

Night

Points

Brazil
USA

W
L

W
W

W
L

10
4

W L W
L W L

7
4

L
L

W L
L W

3
4

Mexico
South Africa
Russia

W
L
L

L
L
L

L
W
L

3
3
0

W L L
W W W
L L W

3
10
3

W L W
W W W
L T L

7
10
1

China

W

W

W

10

L

3

W T

4

W

L

L

WORLD CUP 2015 morning
MORNING
TEAMS
SPORT
RESULT
Crab
Brazil
V. USA
Soccer
Brazil 6, USA 0
China
V. S. Afr
Kickball
China 4, S. Africa 3
Russia
V. Mexico Ultimate
Mexico 14, Russia 2
China
Russia

MVP
Zylas Abney
Donte Barboza
Noah Oppenheim

Crab
Soccer
Kickball

China 4, Mexico 2
USA 7, Russia 5

Austin Dodes
Brandon Karp

Ultimate

Brazil 14, S. Africa 13

Jack Zinman

Crab
Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

S. Africa 8, Russia 0
Brazil 4, Mexico 2
China 20, USA 0

Brandon
Buckman
George Zabalou
Donte Barboza

England 6, Spain 2
Ireland 2, France 1
Greece 21, Italy 15

Griffin Yas
Ryan Torres
Ethan Seidman

Brazil

V. Mexico
V. USA
S.
V. Africa

Russia
Brazil
China

S.
V. Africa
V. Mexico
V. USA

Spain
Ireland
Greece

V. England Relays
V. France
Volleyball
V. Italy
Handball

France
V. Greece
Spain
V. Italy
England V. Ireland

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

France 5, Greece 5
Italy 2, Spain 0
Ireland 35, England 15

Y. Torres + B.
Shocket
Brady Buckman
Ryan Torres

Ireland V. Italy
England V. Greece
Spain
V. France

Relays
Volleyball
Handball

Ireland 7, Italy 3
Greece 2, England 0
Spain 29, France 20

Thomas Cai
Ethan Seidman
Tyrese Sealy

WORLD CUP 2015 - afternoon

Brazil
USA
China

TEAMS
SPORT
V. Russia W Hoops
V. Mexico Regatta
V. S. Afr
Wiffleball

RESULT
Brazil 28, Russia 6
Mexico
S. Africa 6, China 5

MVP
George Zabalou
Sean Staples
Timothy Chu

Mexico
Brazil
Russia

V. China
V. S. Afri
V. USA

W Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

China 4, Mexico 3
S. Africa
USA 4, Russia 3

Donte Barboza
Alex Joseph
Drew Seifer

USA
Russia
Brazil

V. S. Afr
W Hoops
V. China
Regatta
V. Mexico Wiffleball

S. Africa 7, USA 0
Russia
Brazil 4, Mexico 2

Corey Perkins
Max Brody
George Zabalou

Spain
V. Ireland
Greece V. Italy
England V. France

Crab
Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

Spain 9, Ireland 5
Josh Kornbleuth
Italy 4, Greece 3
Brady Buckman
France 15, England 2 Dutch Senft

Greece V. France
England V. Ireland
Spain
V. Italy

Crab
Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

France 3, Greece 2
Ireland 5, England 2
Spain 17, Italy 5

Adam Staples
Ryan Torres
Josh Wolf

England V. Italy
Spain
V. France
Greece V. Ireland

Crab
Soccer
Kickball
Ultimate

England 5, Italy 4
France 6, Spain 5
Greece 15, Ireland 4

Ben Keller
Aidan Connelly
H.Barenholtz

WORLD CUP 2015 - night
TEAMS
SPORT
USA
V. S. Africa Relays
Mexico
V. Russia
Volleyball
Brazil
V. China
Handball
Relays
Volleyball
Handball

RESULT
South Africa 6, USA 0
Mexico 2, Russia 1
China 49, Brazil 32

MVP
Brandon Buckman
Ben Grabie
Raymond Yu

China 5, Russia 5
Brazil 2, USA 1
South Afr 27, Mexico 24

D. Barb + J.
Connelly
Riley Bloch
Evan Fredel

China
USA
S. Africa

V. Russia
V. Brazil
V. Mexico

Brazil
China
USA

V. Mexico
Relays
V. S. Africa Volleyball
V. Russia
Handball

Mexico 6, Brazil 1
S. Africa 2, China 1
USA 38, Russia 35

Raymond Wu
Alex Joseph
Jaeshawn Rogers

Ireland
France
Spain

V. Italy
V. England
V. Greece

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Ireland 21, Italy 6
France
Spain 4, Greece 3

Dom Delgado
Yasmo
Josh Kornbleuth

Greece
Ireland
Italy

V. England
V. Spain
V. France

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Greece 13, England 4
Spain
Italy 3, France 1

Noah Damgaard
JC Gonzalez
Jeremy Freed

Spain
Greece
Ireland

V. France
V. Italy
V. England

Water Hoops
Regatta
Wiffleball

Spain 12, France 5
Italy
England 8, Ireland 7

Tyrese Sealy
Brady Buckman
Ben Keller

World Cup Semi-finals Bombardment
WORLD:
South Afr. defeated Brazil MVP: Eddie Zhang
MVP: Phoenix
EUROPE:
Ireland defeated Spain
Almonte
World Cup Finals Bombardment
Ireland defeated South
MVP: Phoenix
FINALS:
Afr
Almonte
GOLDEN BALL (MVP of World Cup): Ryan Torres

Desert War 2015
Ian Finn and Mitchell Lesser
It was not the closest Desert War that West End has seen; however, the intensity, passion,
and excitement displayed by both teams made it a spectacle to watch. Desert War began on
Wednesday, July 22nd during the bed making portion of the night activity, West End Gladiators.
As campers were cheering on the CIT’s, who were competing to make the immaculate looking
bed in the middle of the Council Ring, the runners, Ian Finn and Mitch Lesser, came sprinting
out of 2B yelling, “Desert War is NOW!” Soon afterwards the camp was divided into two teams,
Dusk (Black) and Dawn (Orange). James Dunlea, Jack Donaldson, and Jack Lesser coached
Dusk, while Sam Eggert, Spencer Quist, and Sam Shapiro coached Dawn.
The following morning the Desert War activities began and the campers participated in
the Color Rush. Dusk juniors led the way in the first round by quickly picking apart Dawn’s
defense. Ryan Torres retrieved the first ball for Dusk 5 minutes and 30 seconds into the first
round, which awarded his team an additional 5 points. Dusk then went on to win the round 8
balls to 2. Dusk went on to dominate the remaining 5 rounds and completed a sweep of the Color
Rush. Dusk was awarded 115 points for the morning, and Dawn earned 5 points thanks to Chris
Chun retrieving the first ball in round 5.
Although the score of the morning was lopsided, both teams came out in the afternoon
with a lot of energy and enthusiasm. Up in the fields, the juniors and intermediates competed in
the second year of the new Westendo challenge. The Westendo challenge consisted of four
activities: a short dash relay, a tug-of-war challenge, a paddleboat dragging relay, and a half
soccer field relay. Dusk once again dominated the activity and won all four of the activities, only
losing the tug-of-war battle of the 2’s. Dusk picked up 45 points from the Westendo challenge,
and Dawn once again earned 5 points. Simultaneously, the seniors were down at Desert War
Rock running the Iron Man. The Iron Man is made up of a swimming portion, followed by a
biking portion, and is then finished with a running portion. Jordan Goldberg ran the challenge in
17:46 minutes which granted him the 4th best score in the modern West End Iron Man era.
Christian DiPietrantonio followed up his record setting performance from last year, by beating
his previous record of 17:41 and running the challenge in 17 minutes and 24 seconds. Finally,
Juan Carlos Gonzales dominated the Iron Man and set the new West End Iron Man record of 17
minutes and 14 seconds. In the end Dawn won the overall race, completing the relay in 2 hours
43 minutes and 34 seconds, while Dusk finished the relay in 2 hours 54 minutes and 17 seconds.
Dawn earned 50 Desert War points for the win. Dawn also earned 32 points for having 6 of the
top 10 times in camp, while Dusk earned 23 points for having 4 of the top 10 times. After the
afternoon activities, Dusk went into Capture the Flag up 183-92.
To finish the night, the highly anticipated activity of Capture the Flag was as good as
expected. In an incredible effort by both teams, Dusk proved victorious over its opponent. Out of
the 7 games, Dawn was only able to win one 30 point game, while Dusk captured 130 points
over the other 6 rounds. The final score of Desert War was 313 – 112.
After the final Capture the Flag game, Dusk ran down to Desert War Rock and continued
the tradition of painting the entire rock the winning color, black. As with any major activity like
Desert War, it takes a lot of effort and work by many staff and administration. We would like to
thank the 6 coaches for pouring their heart and soul (2 old DW names) into these teams, as well
as the directors Bill, Steve, Ryan, and Josh for their continued support and assistance.

Desert War 2015
Dusk
James Dunlea
Jack Donaldson
Jack Lesser

Dawn
Sam Eggert
Spencer Quist
Sam Shapiro

Color Rush 2015
Round One - Dusk
Round Two - Dusk
Round Three - Dusk
Round Four - Dusk
Round Five - Dusk
Round Six - Dusk

ROUND
Round 1
(Jr)

Round 2
(Sr
Round 3
(Jr)

Round 4
(Sr)
Round 5
(Jr)

Round 6
(Sr)

Color Rush Scoring
Dusk
5:30 – Ryan Torres (First Ball)
13:00 – Brandon Goldberg, Lucas Maley
18:40 – Ryan Torres, Matty Burger, Chris
Victorin, Nathaniel Aronson, Lucas Maley
12:45 - Jeremy Freed (First Ball), Brandon
Buckman, LaGordian Brown, Austin Dodes,
Alex Hallion
10:20- Zyaire Abney (First Ball)
17:47- Chris Victorin, Coleman Ballweg, Lucas
Maley
18:00- Zyaire Abney
16:00- Donte Barboza (First Ball)
17:50- Kevin Works, Kyle Mickelson
11:08- Lucas Maley, Simon Goodman, Eddie
Zhang, Nathaniel Aronson
15:20- Brandon Goldberg
16:10- Eddie Zhang
17:50- Nathaniel Candray, Ryan Torres, Zack
Waxman
13:08- Christian Ho (First Ball), Kyle
Mickelson
16:10- Austin Dodes
18:55- Christian Ho, LaGordian Brown, Alex
Hallion, Luke Lentine, Brandon Buckman, Seva
Filatov
19:30- Quinn Donovan, Donte Barboza, Aidan
Connelly
115

Dawn
15:30 – Ben Shocket
16:04 – Rhandell Almonacy

13:00- Dominic Torres, Josh
Kornbleuth
No balls were retrieved

18:45- Evan Fredel
19:15- George Zabalou
3:10- Chris Chun (First Ball)

No balls were retrieved

5

Ironman 2015

Capture the Flag 2015

Dusk- 2:52:17
Dawn- 2:34:43
1. Juan Carlos Gonzales- 17:14
2. Christian DiPietrantonio - 17:24
3. Jordan Goldberg - 17:46
4. Makiah Bennet - 18:54
5. Brandon Buckman - 19:19
6. Ben Keller - 19:40
7. Josh Kornbleuth - 19:55
8. Sean Karass - 20:09
9. Quinn Donovan - 20:14
10. Dominic Torres – 20:23

Junior Round 1- Dusk (Eddie Zhang)
Sr Round 1- Dusk (Jimmy Fitzhenry to Austin Dodes)
Junior Round 2 - Dusk (Lucas Maley)
Senior Round 2 - Dusk (Alan Qiu)
Junior Round 3 - Dusk (Eddie Zhang)
Senior Round 3 Dawn (George Zabalou to Christian
DiPietrantonio)
Junior Round 4- Dusk (Ryan Torres)

Westendo Challenge 2015
Short Dash relay: Dusk
Long Dash relay: Dusk
Tug-of-war:
5’s tugs- Dusk
2’s tugs- Dawn
3’s tugs- Dusk
4’s tugs- Dusk
The Final Score of Desert War:
313-112 Dusk
2015 Iron Man Board
1. JC Gonzalez 17:14 Dusk ‘15
2. Chris DiPietrantonio 17:24 Dawn ‘15
3. Chris DiPietrantonio 17:41:00 Lightning ‘14
4. Jordan Goldberg
17:46 Dawn ‘15
5. JACOB STETSON 17:55 Fortune ‘12
6. BRYCE SMITH 17:59:60 Wave ‘13
7. JACK LESSER 18:15:22 Crimson ‘13
8. SPENCER QUIST 18:22:91 Crimson ‘13
9. BEN MACDONALD 18:25:62 Heart‘11
10. COBY TIPPETT 18:26:29 Crimson ‘13

Dusk- Jack Lesser, Jack Donaldson, James Dunlea
Aaron Cheng
Aidan Connelly
Alex Arevalo
Alex Hallion
Andrew Hallion
Austin Dodes
Ben Keller
Brady Bloch
Brandon Buckman
Brandon Goldberg
Bryan DaCosta
Chris Victorin
Christian Ho
Christian Martinez
Colman Ballweg
Corey Perkins
Dante Barboza
Dom Delgado
Eddie Benson
Eddie Zhang
Ethan Brodeur
GioTammick
Griffin Yas
Houston Barenholtz
Isaiah Manuel
Jack Zinman
Jayden Dominique
Jeremy Freed
Seva Filatov
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Joey Cohen
John McLaughlin

Jonah Bloch
Ben Grabie
Josh Wolf
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Keegan Clark
Kevin Works
Kyle Mickelson
LaGordian Brown
Liam Ross
Lucas Maley
Luke Lentine
Matt Paluzzi
Matty Burger
Max Brody
Nasir Simon
Nathaniel Aronson
Nathaniel Candray
Nick Silva
Noah Damgaard
Oudom Seang
Quinn Donovan
Raymond Wu
Raymond Yu
Rhyan Almonacy
Ryan Torres
Sammy Solorzano
Simon Goodman
Timothy Chu
Tristan Goroshko
Zack Waxman
Zyaire Abney

Dawn- Spencer Quist, Sam Eggert, Sam Shapiro
Adam Nigrelli
Alan Qui
Alex Joseph
Antonio Torres
Austin Ricker
Ben Kaplan
Ben Shocket
Benett Maley
Brady Buckman
Brady Cataldo
Brandon Karp
Chris Chun
Chris DiPietrantonio
D.J. Dominique
Devin Usal
Dezmond Mitchell
Dominic Torres
Drew Seifer
Eli Champoux
Evan Fredel
Franck MaGloire
George Zabalou
Hunter Beaulac
Jack Gu
Jacob Dyer
James Kagoda
Jason Dong
Joe Connelly
Jordan Goldberg
Joseph Dain
Josh Kornbleuth
Kyle Isaksen

L.J. Andres
Liam Grabie
Liam Rowland
Licius Luka Rocha
Mateo Correia
Makiah Bennett
Matt Noah
Matty Vogel
Max Andelman
Michael Hoffman
Mike Alexis
Nick Angebrandt
Nick Zhang
Nick Akerstein
Omar Benmrad
Omar Quilter
Renan DeSouza
Rhandall Almonacy
Ryan Cataldo
Riley Bloch
Ryan Karp
Sean Karass
Stu Lustig
Thomas Cai
Thomas Grifin
Tyrese Sealy
Virgil Shaffer
Will Burger
Xavier Manuel
Zach Mandel
Zamayne Abney
Zylas Abney

2015
Hustle
B. Buckman
J. Fitzhenry
566
Freedom
J. C. Gonzalez
A. Dodes
537

Color War 2015
Coach
Softball

BLUE
Joey Cohen

WHITE
Craig Beberman

Officials
Steve Lepler
Jordan Chabot
Peter Wynn
Mike Goroshko

Soccer

Ian Finn

Mark Karmiy

Victor Svedloff
Gabe Sands

Alex Romantz

Football

Jack Meaney

James Dunlea

Barrett Wilson
Jack Lesser
Noah Stonehill

Spencer Quist
Manny Mohan

Basketball

Zach Chason

Mitchell Lesser

Ryan Wilensky
Pat O'Toole

Andrew Kern
Jake Yezerski

Waterpolo

Jonah Rappaport

Todd Zucker

Danny Walsh
Max Lustig

Matt Weisman

Volleyball

Aaron Karasik

Luke Stillman

Sam Eggert
Jordan Leppo

Sam Shapiro

OD
Ignacio

AOD
Kevin Wu
Denicio

Mess Hall
When not in Kitchen
Ignacio De La Torre
Kevin Wu
Denicio

Photographer
Jack Donaldson

COLOR WAR IS NOW (as written by Ryan Wilensky in real time)
Some background story on this year's Color War start. Some of you may know that we had a
small airplane make a landing on Long Pond early in the summer and they docked at the H-Dock
because of some mechanical issues. At that time Barrett Wilson (who is running it with me) and
I pondered if we should ask the people who rented out the plane to repay us the favor with an
airplane start. But, we decided against that since it would be too high in the air and it had been
done. However, we thought the next best start may be using a drone. So, we had our tech savvy
counselor, Jack Donaldson, look into finding a local guy who had a drone and we found this
random dude who lives about an hour away named Adam. A few days before CW started,
Barrett and I met him at his model plane club in Gorham and we tested our idea of dragging a
"Color War is Now" sign with his drone. It didn’t work out too well because it was too hard to
drag the sign without it getting tangled. The guy was about to say "Forget it" when we asked
"What if we just dropped a bunch of confetti off of it?" He seemed more open to that idea since
he didn’t want to compromise what he said was $1200 worth of equipment. The original plan
was for Color War to start today, Tuesday in the Council Ring before lunch using the
drone. But, after looking at gloomy weather reports, we realized that breakfast would be the
only chance we had. Barrett and I scurried and asked Steve Chamberlain, one of our property
managers, to make a box that would easily let out blue and white papers and would fit the
undercarriage of the drone. Tuesday morning at about 7AM, Adam, our 25ish year old techy
drone guy, practiced using the box of confetti in the ballfields. It didn’t work too well at
all. After about 45 minutes of adjustments and about 20 minutes before it was go time, we
finally had a way to do it as best as we could, which turned out great.
John Fredette, our other Property Manager, drove Adam and his drone up to the Mess Hall porch
as all the campers waited in the Council Ring after 2nd bell. Adam got out of the car and
released his drone. The kids never saw it coming, especially since a Breakfast start is so
rare. Barrett yelled the magic words when the drone was in the air and CW 2015 was
underway. A huge added benefit of the drone start is that Adam took pictures of the start using a
GoPro that was mounted on the Drone. Then he took more pictures in the fields and at each
team’s meeting spot.
We are right on with the weather and realized we had a 45-minute window to get the Tugs in at
about 10AM. So, in what has to be the earliest Tug of War ever, the Blue won the last 3 and
won the split 4-2. Their Middle and High Seniors won quite easily. Winning the Tugs is almost
a jinx as all recent winners have gone on to lose Color War.
2 great themes again this year. The White Freedom, USA loving, 4th of July celebration theme
had awesome signs and their coaches reminded me of Apollo Creed entering vs. Ivan
Drago. They have 2 captains, Austin Dodes and Juan Carlos Gonzalez, both terrific athletes and
outstanding leaders. Their Head Coach, Todd Zucker, is very motivated after being the Head
Coach of the unfortunate Blue Frontier a year ago. White’s other coaches include the only
returning coach from the 600-point White Rumble, Mitchell Lesser. The other 4 coaches are
new with Mark Karmiy, Craig “Bebes” Beberman, James Dunlea and Luke Stillman.
The Blue Hustle are 90s rap stars that remind me of the days of Run DMC, NWA and Public
Enemy. Loved the music they played during the entrances including songs like “Jump Around.”
Their captains are Jimmy Fitzhenry, the best athlete in camp and Brady Buckman, who is also a
great athlete and terrific veteran camper. Their Head Coach is Jonah Rappaport who also
coached on Blue Frontier last year as well as Zach Chason, Joey Cohen and Ian Finn. It has
become an annual West End tradition that Ian Finn and Zach Chason are on Blue together. Can’t
remember that ever not happening. Their 2 new coaches are Aaron Karasik and Jack Meaney.

Matchups
BLUE
o Waterpolo: Jonah Rappaport
o Basketball:
Zach Chason
o Soccer:
Ian Finn
o Softball:
Joey Cohen
o Football: Jack Meaney
o Volleyball: Aaron Karasik

WHITE
Todd Zucker
Mitchell Lesser
Mark Karmiy
Craig Beberman
James Dunlea
Luke Stillman

Some interesting camper facts…
• Ben Kaplan won the Color War prediction challenge. He nailed 11/12 coaches in the
correct sport and on the right color. Not sure how he did that, I think we need to step up
our security. Austin Ricker won for the Blue team and both will receive coaches’ shirts
from their teams.
• Ben Kaplan, Austin Ricker and Josh Kornbleuth were moved up from the 1s to the High
Senior division as outstanding athletes. All 3 are going to make a major impact, despite
being a year younger.
• Brady Bloch and Gio Tammick are the only 2 campers still eligible for the elusive
“Triple Crown” which is winning World Cup, Desert War and Color War in the same
year. Both are on the Blue team so we will either have 2 new members or 0.
• All 3 Bloch’s are on the Blue team (Jonah, Riley, Brady). I find it nostalgic that their
head coach is Jonah Rappaport and that their fathers Matt Bloch and Lee Rappaport
coached together on one of my favorite teams ever, the Blue Machine back in 1988.
• There are 2 Tagers on White (Harry, Ben) and 3 Tagers on Blue (Linden, Alex, Aidan).
• There are 3 Obi’s on White (Prince, Israel, Kingdavid) and 2 on Blue (Chidi, Jay). Each
team’s sets of Obi’s are brothers.
• The 2 Goldbergs, Jordan and Brandon are on White and the 2 Sudkins, Jake and Michael
are on Blue.
• Best buddies Jack Zinman and Griffin Yas are against each other again this year. Jack
won out on the Rumble last year, so Griffin is definitely looking for revenge to avoid 10
more months of ribbing.
As for Day 1 predictions…
Morning
In Junior (Cleanup) Kickball I like Blue with “Double A,” Antonio Agard leading the way as
probably the best athlete in the division. In Intermediate (Leagues) Soccer, I am going with Blue
with Michael Sudkin and Jonah Bloch as the best goalie in the division. In Low Senior (Elective
Time) Basketball, I like the White Team with the Twin Tager Towers of Harry and Ben,
although they don’t have the guard play that Blue has. In Senior (Rest Period) Volleyball, I love
Blue with Blake Masse and Eric Jansky at the net giving the smaller guys fits. In Middle Senior
(Night Activity) Waterpolo, I’ll take White as Brandon Buckman could hang with the High
Seniors, he’s that good. Joe Connelly is also really good for White. Finally, in High Seniors
(Cake + Milk) Softball, I really like Blue with Jimmy Fitzhenry as the best shortstop in camp and
an amazing batting lineup with Austin Ricker, Ben Keller, Chase Waxman, Drew Seifer,
Houston Barenholtz, and Matt Noah as all terrific hitters. So, I’m going with Blue 4-2 in the
morning.

Afternoon
In Junior Soccer I’ll take White with too much depth with Hunter Beaulac, Israel Anselme and
Tristan Placide. Intermediate Football, I like White as I think Gabe DaSilva is a sleeper in the
division as he is a year older. Adam Nigrelli is a huge presence as well. In Low Senior
Volleyball, I’ll take the Twin Tager Towers for White again at the net and in Senior Hoop, I’m
not going against Griffin Yas until proven otherwise, so I’ll take White. Middle Senior Softball,
I like Blue comfortably with just too much depth in Cole Lepler, Max Brody and Nick Akerstein.
Finally, in Cake + Milk Waterpolo, I have to go with White as Jordan Goldberg is the best
swimmer in camp and Josh Kornbleuth and Ben Kaplan are terrific as well. But, this easily
could be an upset with Jimmy Fitzhenry having “get on my back” potential. He was the best
player in High Senior Waterpolo last year. So, I like White 5-1 in the afternoon. We will see.
Tennis and Archery as well as Apache Relay and Spelling Bees should be done today too.
Day 1 Results
Morning
In Junior kickball, as predicted “Double A” dominated the game and Blue won by 3. In
Intermediate Soccer, Gabe DaSilva was even better than I thought scoring 5 goals in a
dominating 2nd half performance. In Basketball, the combination of Josue Anselme and Matt
Kern at guards ended up being too much for the Twin Tager Towers who were even better than I
thought in this game. Josue had 18 points and Matt Kern 16. For the White, Harry Tager must
have had a triple double with points, rebounds and blocks. I’d guess he had 20 points, 20
rebounds and 10 blocks. Nick Silva was solid for White as well. In Volleyball, Blake Masse
and Eric Jansky were too much as Blue won again. In Middle Senior Waterpolo, Blue was the
better team with Aidan Connelly a dominant force as well as Max Brody who played well. And
as expected, the one game in High Seniors I felt strongly about was that Blue would win Softball
and they did easily with Jimmy being Jimmy and a great performance by Andrew Hallion in left
field. It seems any number of players for Blue could have won MVP.
Afternoon
Huge White comeback this afternoon, as predicted. White won Jr. Soccer 6-4 as Tristan Placide,
a terrific young athlete in the 5’s got MVP. In Blue’s only victory of the afternoon, Ben Shocket
dominated in Intermediate Football, with the Bloch brothers and Michael Sudkin contributing to
the victory. In LS Volleyball, the Twin Tager Towers dominated the front row and Nick Silva,
one of the most underrated athletes in camp played huge as White won 3 games to 1. It got dicey
for White after they won games 1 and 2 easily, but they withstood a great comeback from the
Blue Team. In Senior Basketball, White won with Griffin Yas scoring 25 of his team’s 49 points.
John “Marc Gasol” McLaughlin scored 16 from mostly midrange shots and 3 pointers. The
underrated huge part of this game was the defense of Malik Jean-Guillaume who was forced into
trying to cover Eric Jansky. Eric had 14 points, but had to earn all of them as Malik’s defense
was stifling. Blake “The Moose” Masse, who looks like he could start for the Pats O-Line,
played well for Blue as well with 10 points and well over 10 rebounds. In High Senior
Waterpolo, White won surprisingly easy 8-3. Josh Kornbleuth and Jordan Goldberg had 3 goals
each for White which was able to contain Jimmy Fitzhenry. So, after a day of games, amazingly,
every single division is 1-1, right on track for my ultimate dream of 6, 3-3 divisions. Mark
Karmiy (White Soccer coach) and Jack Meaney (Blue Football/kickball) coach are the only 2-0
coaches at this point.
At night, White won 2/3 Spelling Bees and won the Apache Relay. They were winning the
entire time and had huge performances by Almonte Hank in the Free Throws and Brandon Karp
who nailed the Mystery Question in about 45 seconds. Also, Juan Carlos Gonzalez did probably
the hardest double duty every, doing the piggyback up the road and the run back from Kennards,

he’s got to be the only person ever to do that. So, White has a 12-point lead. This Color War
looks like it is evenly matched. Usually after Day 1, I’m freaking out about a division that looks
uneven, but I don’t get that sense at all. I’d really be surprised at this point if any division won
its next 4 games.
Predictions for Day 2…
Morning
In Junior Basketball, we are going to have a Bird-Magic battle with Tristan Placide and Antonio
Agard going after it. I think Placide is slightly better and I’m going with White. In Intermediate
Waterpolo, I’m going with Aiden Tager and Blue, who is a year older than the group and an
unreal swimmer. In Low Senior Football, who knows? This division is so difficult to judge. I’ll
go with Blue as they have better running backs in Josue Anselme and a better QB with Matt
Kern, but I could be way off. In Senior Softball, I like Blue a lot with Jack Zinman playing his
best sport and Eric Jansky as one of the best 1st baseman in camp. In Middle Senior Volleyball, I
like Blue as I think they have more depth and better big men up front with Cole Lepler and Max
Brody playing the middle, but don’t feel strong about it. Finally, in High Senior Soccer, this is
White’s other game they are favored as they have by far better soccer players. Jordan Sarnie is
the best in camp, paired with Juan Carlos, Josh Kornbleuth and Ben Kaplan. However, High
Senior Soccer tends to be the biggest upset quite often, so I wouldn’t be shocked if Blue won
either. In the end, I got Blue winning 4-2, which would get them back in the lead.
Afternoon
In Junior Waterpolo, either White will win or it will be a 0-0 tie as only Hunter Beaulac for
White is an outstanding swimmer in the group. In Intermediate Basketball, I like White a lot as
“CP,” Corey Perkins, is by far the best player in the group. In LS Softball, again, really hard to
tell, but I’ll go with Blue as they have better depth. In Senior Football, I’m going with a minor
upset and picking White. Just think they have more speed, which I think is more important than
the size that Blue brings with “Moose” Masse. In Middle Senior Soccer, I really like Blue with
Aidan Connelly, Max Brody and Cole Lepler. However, White has Jonathan Kraus and
Alejandro Vaquerano who are 2 of the most skilled players in camp. Finally, in High Senior
Volleyball, I’m not going against Jimmy Fitzhenry. He is by far the best player here, so Blue it
is. So in the afternoon, I think it will be 3-3. If I’m right about both scenarios, Color War will
be extremely tight heading into Day 3 no matter what happens with the Spelling Bees and
Apache tonight.
Day 2 Results
Just an outstanding day of Color War today. After a day or two, I’m usually freaking out that a
division or two is lopsided. I don’t feel that way at all. This Color War has been awesome so
far.
Morning
I’m on a hot streak with prognostication and may want to hit Vegas after this Color War. White
Juniors did indeed win in one of the most memorable games I’ve ever seen. Tristan Placide
scored 43 of his team’s 43 points. THAT IS NOT A MISPRINT. “Double A” Antonio Agard
had 38 of his team’s 40 for a 43-40 White victory. I can’t overstate how good each player is and
was. Tristan scored most of his points on drives and an amazing 13-15 from the line. “Double
A” hit about 8 3-pointers and had many drives as well. Great future trivia question will be who
other than Tristan and Double A scored in the Junior game? The answer is Noah Damgaard who
hit a layup in the 1st quarter. This game went back and forth and was even with 2 minutes left
before Tristan finally was able to pull away and finish off a legendary performance. White’s
Basketball coach Mitchell Lesser and Blue’s coach Zach Chason apparently made a friendly
wager before the game. See, they are going to be roommates at Indiana University (Great

school!!!) and they bet that the winner of this game would get to choose which bed they get
when they get to school next week. Double Whammy for Zach Chason. In Intermediate
Waterpolo, it was the Blochs owning the game. Riley scored the lone goal and Jonah Bloched
(pun intended) about 10 what could have been goals. In Intermediate Football, White held on for
a 13-7 win with Harry Tager, the tallest of the 3, scoring 2 touchdowns. Senior Softball was a
much closer game than anticipated with Blue winning 5-3. Blake “Moose” Masse hit a 3 run
homer and Jack Zinman played a great left field, while Eric Jansky was solid at Shortstop as
well. In Middle Senior Volleyball, Blue won 3 games to 2. This division has been amazing so
far. Max Brody was awesome in the middle and Yasmo owned the net. Finally, in an upset, but
not a major one in my mind, Blue scored the game-winning goal with 5 minutes left on a Jimmy
Fitzhenry direct kick from about 30 yards away. Austin Ricker scored for Blue for his second
goal, with 2 minutes left, on a PK for a 3-1 victory. Josh Kornbleuth, who is having a strong
Color War as a 14 year old, scored White’s goal in the 1st half. At this juncture all coaching
matchups are at 2-1.
Afternoon
So my prognostication run was over. Missed my window to hit Vegas when I was hot. In Junior
Waterpolo, in an upset, Blue won 2-1 with Noah Damgaard getting the MVP. In Intermediate
Basketball, White won easily 64-24 with “CP” Corey Perkins scoring 21 points, Adam Nigrelli
had 18 and Zack Waxman put in 12. CP and Nigrelli were the best 2 players in the group and
showed it. Riley Bloch scored 14 for Blue, who despite losing big, played hard to the very end.
In Low Senior Softball, the only division that is now 3-1, White won again with Ben Tager as
MVP. Nick Silva has to be the unsung hero so far for this division and the White Team as a
whole as he has played great every game and was solid in the field. In Senior Football, in an
epic defensive battle, it was a 0-0 tie. Blue almost won in the last minute with a Hail Mary pass
that Dutch Senft (Blue) and Griffin Yas (White) caught almost simultaneously for each team, but
Griffin came away with it on the ground in the end zone. This game went to overtime, which is
done college style with both teams getting a possession from about 20 yards away. In the first
“round” of overtime, neither team was close. But, in the 2nd overtime, White had it on the 1-yard
line on 3rd down after they had stopped Blue. Their 3rd down plunge was close, but they just
didn’t make it in. On 4th down, they tried again and Dutch Senft got in there to make the game
saving flag pull to secure the tie. There is no 3rd overtime as we made the rules beforehand this
way to avoid a never-ending game, which it probably would have been. In Middle Senior
Soccer, I was way off as I had Blue, but White dominated with Jonathan Kraus, Alejandro, and
Trevor Kelly playing well. White won 5-1. In High Senior Volleyball, White won 3-0, in what
I thought was a mild upset. Juan Carlos Gonzalez and Ben Kaplan were outstanding for White.
So, we have 4 divisions evened up at 2-2, one at 2-1-1 (Blue’s Seniors leading) and the
previously stated White Low Seniors are 3-1. That’s almost best case scenario.
On to the Apache Relay…
Had to have been one of the most epic and crazy Apaches of all time. I would say running the
Apache Relays is probably the hardest thing I do all summer as it is utter chaos and impossible to
officiate. In fact, I made a big call in the Senior Apache that I still don’t know if it was right or
not last night. I was praying for a blowout as it makes it much easier on my end. No such luck.
I think the furthest either team got up was by a minute throughout. Blue had a slight lead going
into Mystery Question and Linden Tager nailed it quickly to increase the lead a little. Then the
Wiffleball… Blue coaches employed a strategy I used to use back in 1998, which was to put 4
young kids on Wiffleball and concede the 5 minutes as it is rarely completed within the 5-minute
maximum time. At first it looked like this was going to backfire as their Wiffleball team wasn’t
even close to completing it and White was about to be in the Council Ring. But, out of nowhere,
Juan Barrios nailed the pitch perfectly with the ball landing on the roof of 2A. I cringed because
Max Andelman had the pressure of catching it and it really is hard to watch kids in 5A have that

much pressure. But, without any problem, Max caught in cleanly and Blue gained time. Max
was so pumped he forgot to give me the ball and then threw it over my head. White kept
creeping into the lead and made up time at Tennis and Archery and Blue had only about a 30
second lead as the kids walked up the road with the cup of water. At the Football punt, both
teams nailed it and Blue looked like they had it with 1 event left and the running relay at the end.
“Not so fast my friend!” Michael Sudkin, for Blue kicked a perfect penalty kick, which scored
95% of the time, but 95% of the time, Prince Obi, the huge Low Senior for White isn’t in net. I
think Prince Obi pulled a Kaeser Soze on me this Color War as he didn’t try too hard in leagues
and has made major impact in several events. Prince Obi used the Premier League goalie
strategy of guessing a side and diving and he guessed correct, getting his paw on the kick and
giving Blue a 1 minute penalty for the failed PK. White caught up and actually took a lead going
into the running relay. There was some confusion during the relay and Blue was able to catch up
and held on and won by 5 seconds. Unreal. Last year we had a 1 second Junior Apache finish,
this year a 5. The heroics of Juan Barrios-Max Andelman and Prince Obi (in defeat) will be
remembered for a long time. Blue also won 2/3 Spelling Bees and is now down only 3 points.
Predictions for Day 3
I don’t have much. I construct the teams starting with Track and Swim so I’d be shocked if
either team wins today by more than 25 points or so. Swim meet is the most predictable event in
Color War as the best swimmers rarely get upset. So, White has Jordan and Brandon Goldberg,
Brandon Buckman, Drew Aggouras and Hunter Beaulac who are outstanding. Blue has Jimmy
Fitzhenry, Aidan Connelly, Alex Tager and Aidan Tager. I like White in the Swim Meets as
their guys are more dominating. In the Track Meets, for White, Juan Carlos will be big, as will
Jon Kraus, Harry Tager and Tristan Placide. For Blue, Chase Waxman, Aidan Connelly, Alex
Tager and Double A look good. I’m leaning Blue on the Track Meets. Prediction, White adds 15
more points to their 3-point lead.
Day 3 Results
From a blog standpoint, there isn’t too much craziness that happened in the Track and Swim
Meets. White won both morning ones (Jr. Track + Sr. Swim) to take about a 19-point lead. But,
Blue won both (Sr. Track + Jr. Swim) by even more in the afternoon and is now leading Color
War by 5.3 points. As expected in Swim Meets, Drew Aggouras, Jordan Goldberg and Alex
Tager won every race they were in. Others who did great were Hunter Beaulac, Aidan Connelly,
Aidan Tager, and Brandon Goldberg. In the Track Meets there were some great races in the long
distances and yet again the most memorable was the “Dan and Dave” (old school Reebok
commercial) like battle between Double A and Tristan Placide. Double A was winning the entire
race and even had a decent lead as he turned at the left field line and raced to home plate, but
Tristan kept gaining ground. Literally, with 1 step left in the race and Double A on the inside,
Tristan stuck his leg out around Double A’s and tagged home about 1/8 of a second in front of
Double A. Unreal. Video evidence supported our original call. Might be one of the best Color
War individual matchups of all time. Tristan Goroshko again showed the heart of a true West
Ender defeating Joseph Dain the Distance, which was a great race. Tristan doesn’t even run at
home, but just has so much heart and has that look in his eye that he will not lose. Pretty cool to
see. The Middle Senior Steeple wasn’t quite as amazing as the Junior one, but LaGordian Brown
passed Brandon Buckman about 15 yards from home plate. Brandon gave everything he had, but
just couldn’t hold off LaGordian at the end. In the least shocking event in Color War Juan
Carlos won the High Senior Distance and I think double lapped the entire field. Houston
Barenholtz could have won vs. any other opponent except Juan Carlos and did an awesome job
at getting 2nd place. I think Juan Carlos in the Distance, Kentony Chau in the Broad Jump,
Jordan Goldberg and Drew Aggouras in any swim race were the closest things to a guarantee that
we had all Color War. By the way, I could be wrong, but I think that makes Jordan Goldberg a

career 15-0 in every swim race he participated in as a 5 year camper. We might need to check
that with the Elias Bureau. Who are those dudes by the way?
Predictions for Day 4…
Morning
Junior Newcomb, I’m taking Double A this time for Blue. Tristan has won a couple epic battles
lately, hoop and Steeple Chase, but I think Double A is the best player and Noah Damgaard is
solid as well. In Intermediate Softball, I’m going with Blue fairly easily with the Bloch brothers
and Sudkin. Also, this is Thomas Griffin’s best sport as well. But, it is also Michael Hoffman’s
for White. In Low Senior Soccer, I’m going with the Twin Tager Towers and Nick Silva for
White in a minor upset. I just like their chemistry right now. Blue has Linden Tager, Matt Kern,
and Alex Tager, so I may regret this. But, I like the overall positive vibe that the White Team
has as the only 3-1 team right now. In Senior Waterpolo, I’m going with Griffin Yas and Drew
Aggouras. This could be a blowout for White. Ryan Karp is really good for Blue, but Griffin is
the best scorer and Drew the best swimmer. In Middle Senior Football, this is a really tough one.
Brandon Buckman is clearly the best QB/runner in the group, but Blue has size and speed
everywhere. In a 50-50 game, I’ll take Blue, just think LaGordian can contain Brandon and
Aidan Connelly could be tough as well. Cole Lepler on the line is a beast. Finally, in High
Senior Basketball, the age old West End adage is “Best Player wins HS Hoop every time.” I can
only think of one time I’ve ever seen this fail. Blue has Jimmy, enough said. White has the next
4 best players with Almonte Henk, Ben Kaplan, Austin Dodes and Juan Carlos. They also have
other solid guys like Jordan Goldberg and this is Raymond Wu’s best sport as well. For Blue,
they will need huge games from someone other than Jimmy and it could be Houston Barenholtz,
who plays like Dennis Rodman. I see Blue playing great D, Jimmy scoring 2/3 of their points,
but unable to find enough points elsewhere. I’m going with White here and Jimmy will probably
score 50 and make me feel dumb. So, I got 3-3, which would be awesome.
Afternoon
3 Omelet games these days and I really like Blue in all 3 because they have the better players in
each of the older groups in each game. Blue High Seniors, Seniors and Intermediates are really
good and those are the older groups in these games. I’m going Blue sweep here, but the most
likely scenario is probably Blue 2 games, White 1. As long as neither team is up more than 20
after today, I’ll be pumped.
Day 4 Results
Morning
Well, it did go 3-3 this morning, but not exactly how I figured. In Junior Newcomb, in another
epic Double A vs. Tristan matchup, Double A’s Blue squad came back after losing the 1st game
to win the 2nd and 3rd. I could watch these two battle in the card game War at this point. In
Intermediate Softball, as expected, Blue won handily with Thomas Griffin and the Blochs
leading the way. In Low Senior Soccer, in another great game in the division, White won 3-2.
Javier Mota scored twice for White and Prince Obi again stopped a PK for the White team as
they held on. That division is now 4-1 White, but I think it’s been a momentum thing. In Senior
Waterpolo, in an upset, Blue won 1-0 with Joey Cohen scoring the lone goal. In Middle Senior
Football, I was way off. Thought Blue would win a tight game, White crushed them 32-0 with
Brandon Buckman and Trevor Kelly dominating the game. Finally, in High Senior Basketball,
Jimmy wasn’t enough to defeat an outstandingly skilled White team. Juan Carlos Gonzalez
clearly was MVP as he locked down Jimmy in the 1st half and led his team in scoring with 21
points. Ben Kaplan was huge with 17 playing the high post vs. the Blue zone defense. Jimmy
did erupt in the 2nd half, but the game was out of control at that point. Blue played hard the
entire game, Oudom Seang scored 6 points, and Jimmy ended up with 25. Chase Waxman and

Houston Barenholtz got a ton of boards. But, White also had Almonte “Magic” Henk who
controlled the tempo of the entire game and must have had over 10 assists. Almonte has an
unbelievable floor sense and it was fun to watch. Raymond Wu hit a couple 3 pointers for White
as well. So, Blue was still up 5.3 going into the Omelet games.
Afternoon
I obviously got this wrong. In the Jr-Intermediate Omelet game, White started out well scoring 5
runs, with home runs by Tristan Placide and Adam Nigrelli. But, Blue came back with 6 of their
own with a home run by Riley Bloch in the bottom of the 1st. In the 2nd inning, White only
managed 2 more runs to take a 7-6 lead. Blue got a man on and Double A hit a deep triple to tie
the game. Michael Sudkin got the game winning hit as Double A scored the winning run. In the
Low Senior-Senior Game, White upset Blue with Alberto Terrazas leading the way. Craig
“Bebes” Beberman, White’s Softball coach, was on this game and did a masterful job of having
his guys in the right spot defensively. In the Middle Senior-High Senior game, White won
another upset taking the game kind of easily 7-3. I got insider info that “Bebes” was up
extremely late the night before writing down where every kid on the opposition hits the ball and
gave it to the other coaches on his team. Mitchell Lesser, his co-coach told me “Bebes” should
be MVP of the Omelets. So, White is now up by 4.6 points going into Day 5.
Day 5 Predictions…
I am rooting for either a 3-3 split or a Blue 4-2 split, which would put them up 15.4, which
wouldn’t be insurmountable at all. I think any other scenario and Color War will be decided this
morning barring a miracle song night performance. Unless of course there is a tie in either the
Football game or Waterpolo game. That said…
In Junior Softball, I’m going with Double A and the Blue squad. He is a little better than Tristan
at Softball and I think has a little more help as well. In Intermediate Newcomb, which will be an
extremely long game as both teams have exceptional talent, I like White with Adam Nigrelli
being so tall he can almost spike the ball. Corey Perkins is really good as well. In Low Senior
Waterpolo, I think this is the game that is 50-50 and could decide the split and Color War. White
has all the momentum with 4 straight wins, but Blue has the best swimmer in Alex Tager and
Matt Kern is really good too. Linden Tager is solid for Blue as well. In a minor upset, I’m going
with Blue. Senior Soccer should be a great game. White has the best player in Alberto Terrazas.
Blue has Joey Cohen and Dutch Senft who are clearly 2nd and 3rd and even Joseph Dain who may
be the 4th best player in the group. White also has Griffin Yas, Mohammed Aljundi and Josh
Wolf who are all really good too. I’m going with White, who needs a victory from this group as
Blue is winning the split 3-1-1 right now and I think Alberto may be way better than everyone
else. In Middle Senior Basketball, it’s yet another tough one to call. I learned a harsh lesson not
to pick against Brandon Buckman in a sport he is the best at and that is probably the case again
here. But, this is different. Max Brody is almost as good and Cole Lepler and Yasmo should
own the paint for Blue and Blue has LaGordian Brown who plays Tony Allen like defense. I’m
going with Blue. Finally, in High Senior Football, I’m going with Blue and Jimmy. Blue has the
best player and they are the bigger, faster, stronger team. White has a few more skilled guys
though with Almonte and Austin Dodes. But, for many of Blue’s players this is their best sportfor example, Drew Seifer who is a sick tight end, Matt Noah, Austin Ricker etc. Actually as I
am writing this, I realize that Blue should win easily, which would even the High Senior split to
3-3. I can’t remember the last time that happened. So, that would mean a 4-2 Blue split and a
15.4 lead. I really think that this entire Color War will come down to the Waterpolo and Soccer
games today that are 50-50. As for Song Night, I honestly have no clue who is the favorite.
White’s head coach, Todd Zucker is a musician and Blue’s head coach, Jonah Rappaport is
probably the most well versed counselor ever in the current music trends as that is the field he is
exploring for a career while at Syracuse. I think White has some really good Song Night

organizers on their coaching staff though. Tough call, I’ll say White is maybe favored by a little.
So, I’ll predict Blue 4-2, taking a 15.4 lead and White winning song night by 6 and Blue winning
Color War by 9.4. Stay tuned.
Day 5 Results
Morning
I’ll do this in order of when it actually happened to keep everyone in suspense. In Middle Senior
Basketball, Blue crushed White, evening the split to 3-3. Yasmo was absurdly good scoring 38
points, well over 10 rebounds and a ton of assists too at the high post. Max Brody was great and
LaGordian Brown lived up to his Tony Allen billing D-ing up on Brandon Buckman. In Low
Senior Waterpolo, White won 3-2 in what seemed like it would be the key win of the morning at
that point. Harry Tager again was MVP and may have been the most dominant athlete in Color
War outside the 2 Juniors who dominated. White ended up 5-1 in this group, which was the
most lopsided division in Color War. In Intermediate Newcomb, Blue won easily with Michael
Sudkin and Riley Bloch leading the way. I was afraid this game was going to take 4 hours as
both teams have terrific Newcomb players. This division ended 4-2 in favor of Blue. Off to the
fields, where I was way, way off in Soccer as Blue won easily. The combination of Joey Cohen,
Joseph Dain and Dutch Senft was too dominant in an easy victory. So, at this point it was 3-1
Blue. White needed at least one of the final 2 games in order to keep CW in reach. 4-2 Blue
split and they are still in it though. High Senior Football was its typical epic battle and was
almost a huge upset. White carried the play in the first half, but was unable to punch it in. In the
2nd half, Blue scored a 3rd quarter TD pass to Brady Buckman. White had several chances to tie
but just couldn’t pull it off. Blue’s win made the division a 3-3 split, rarely seen in High Seniors.
So, White now desperately needed Junior Softball or they would be done. A 5-1 Blue split
would be an insurmountable lead for Blue as it would be 35. But, a 4-2 split would only make it
a 15 point Blue lead heading into Song Night. The game was back and forth, but White took a 52 lead heading into the last inning. With 2 men on, Noah Damgaard squeezed a hit through the
right side of the infield and nobody was in the 2nd line of defense. He got a tying home run to
make it 5-5. White couldn’t score in the bottom of the inning and in extra innings Blue tacked
on 2 more to make it 7-5. But, white wasn’t done. They scored a run in the bottom to make it 76 and had a man on 3rd with 1 out. After an easy out, Blue needed just one more out to secure
CW and White needed just a single to tie the game and keep them alive. The hitter took a called
3rd strike and Blue now lead by 35 points. Juniors went 4-2 for the split in favor of Blue and
Double A was dominant again. What a bummer for me, as this war seemed destined for a Song
Night outcome.
Evening
Song Night was solid for both teams. The judges were Neil Sharma, Ben Daigle (Josh’s brother)
and Kyle Danielson. I loved the Blue entrance, which started with a rap battle. White Freedom
did 3 formations, a U, then an S, then an A for USA, which was cool. The Songs from the seats
were solid. The skits were terrific. White’s skit was about how in 2029, Wesley (my son) and
Harper (Josh Daigle’s daughter) would be dating while Harper was at the Girls camp. Austin
Dodes did an amazing me and had me a little freaked out because I kind of looked like him as a
15 year old. Josh Kornbleuth was great as Steve Lepler and there were some great jokes. Very
well written and acted out skit. I thought it was terrific. Blue skit was also terrific as they had
the directors and behind each of us were our “Conscience.” Drew Seifer was also terrific poking
fun of me and Max Brody killed it as Steve. I think the best performer of the night was Jake
Sudkin who played “Ryan’s Conscience.” He is a talented actor as he seemed to be doing
improv with his lines and they were all hysterical. The setting took place as the directors were
evaluating a few counselors. I have to admit, I missed the alma maters. Wesley was making
weird sounds and I didn’t want him to distract either team so I took a walk. Heard White’s alma

mater was unreal. White ended up winning Song Night by 5, but lost Color War by 29. Great
CW by both teams and their sets of coaches.
Some interesting tidbits…
• Brady Bloch and Gio Tammick did indeed accomplish the Triple Crown. Brady is only
7, so he has plenty of years to try to repeat his good fortune.
• 4 Blue Frontier coaches redeemed themselves in winning this Color War with Jonah, Ian
Finn, Zach Chason and Joey Cohen.
• With Brady Buckman becoming a captain and B. Buckman going on this year’s plaque,
what if Brandon his younger brother, becomes a High Senior Captain next year? Would
we do B. Buckman again? Bran Buckman? Stay tuned.
• Every single coach in Color War won at least 2 games. Last year there were 3 that didn’t.
• High Senior Blue won every game in the fields and White every game in lower camp
• ¾ of the High Senior captains are from Sharon with Austin Dodes, Brady Buckman and
Jimmy Fitzhenry. Next year Ben Kaplan, Max Brody and Brandon Buckman are in the
running. Doesn’t make a Stoughton, now Foxboro guy too happy. Kidding, they are all
such wonderful kids.
• Best Color War records in camp now belong to James Lee and Max Brody who are both
5-0.
• Most memorable moments of the Color War had to be the ongoing battles with Tristan
and Double A (especially hoop and the Steeple chase), the goal line stand in Senior
football in overtime, Jimmy Fitzhenry’s goal in High Senior Soccer to break the tie and
the Prince Obi save in the Junior Apache relay.
See you next year.

Color War 2015 Schedule/Results
Day 0
Morning Tugs
Cleanup Tugs (5)
Leagues Tugs (5)
Elective Time Tugs (5)
Rest Period Tugs (5)
Night Activity Tugs (5)
Cake + Milk Tugs (5)
Score after Day 0:

Winning Team
White
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

Blue: 20

Score
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0

Anchor of Winner
Tristan Placide
Jay Obi
Christian Martinez
Blake Masse
Cole Lepler
Matt Noah

White: 10

Day 1
Morning Sports
Cleanup Kickball (10)
Leagues Soccer (10)
Elective Time Basketball
(10)
Rest Period Volleyball (10)
Night Activity Waterpolo
(10)
Cake + Milk Softball (10)
Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Cleanup Soccer (10)
Leagues Football (10)
Elective Time Volleyball
(10)
Rest Period Basketball (10)
Night Activity Softball (10)
Cake + Milk Waterpolo (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
Blue

Score
14-11
8-3
47-35

MVP
Antonio Agard
Gabe DaSilva
Josue Anselme

Blue
Blue

3-1
8-2

Eric Jansky
Aidan Connelly

Blue

12-3

Andrew Hallion

Winning Team
White
Blue
White

Score
6-4
30-12
3-1

MVP
Tristan Placide
Ben Shocket
Nick Silva

White
White
White

49-41
9-8
8-3

Griffin Yas
Sean Staples
Josh Kornbleuth

Tennis and Archery
Tennis
Cleanup Tennis (2)

Winning Team
Blue

Leagues Tennis (2)
Elective Time Tennis (2)
Rest Period Tennis (2)
Night Activity Tennis (2)
Cake + Milk Tennis (2)

White
White
White
Blue
White

Score
Players
8-3
James Kagoda + Noah
Damgaard
8-6
B. Goldberg + Zach Waxman
8-1
Ben Tager + Harry Tager
8-4
Brandon Karp + Josh Wolf
8-0
Max Brody + Makiah Bennett
8-5
Jordan Goldberg + Jordan Sarnie

Archery
Cleanup Archery (2)
Leagues Archery (2)
Elective Time Archery (2)
Rest Period Archery (2)

Winning Team
White
Blue
Blue
Tie

Score
13-2
16-13
7-2
(5-5)

Player
Hunter Beaulac
Ben Shocket
Gio Tammick
Griffin Yas + Joey Cohen

Night Activity Archery (2) Blue
Cake + Milk Archery (2)
White

Evening Activity
Cleanup Spelling Bee (5)
Leagues Spelling Bee (5)
Elective Time Spelling Bee
(5)
Senior Apache Relay (15)

Score after Day 1:

19-11
19-10

Nick Akerstein
Austin Dodes

Winning Team
White
White
Blue

MVP/Winning player
Brian Tong
Brandon Goldberg
Kieran Flood

White (by
1:41)

Brandon Karp (Mystery Question)

Blue: 96

White: 108

Day 2
Morning Sports
Cleanup Basketball (10)
Leagues Waterpolo (10)
Elective Time Football (10)
Rest Period Softball (10)
Night Activity Volleyball
(10)
Cake + Milk Soccer (10)
Rest Period
Afternoon Sports
Cleanup Waterpolo (10)
Leagues Basketball (10)
Elective Time Softball (10)
Rest Period Football (10)
Night Activity Soccer (10)
Cake + Milk Volleyball (10)
Evening Activity
Junior Apache Relay (15)
Rest Period Spelling Bee (5)
Night Activity Spelling Bee
(5)
Cake + Milk Spelling Bee (5)

Winning Team
White
Blue
White
Blue
Blue

Score
43-40
1-0
13-7
5-3
3-2

MVP
Tristan Placide (Scored all 43)
Riley Bloch + Jonah Bloch
Harry Tager
Blake Masse
Yasmo

Blue

3-1

Jimmy Fitzhenry

Winning Team
Blue
White
White
Tie
White
White

Score
2-1
64-24
7-1
0-0
5-1
3-0

MVP
Noah Damgaard
Corey Perkins
Ben Tager
Eric Jansky + Griffin Yas
Jonathan Kraus
Ben Kaplan

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
Blue

MVP/Winning player
Max Andelman & Juan Barrios
Ryan Karp
Makiah Bennett

White

Brendan Flood

Blue -1 (Sportsmanship Point)
Score after Day 2:

Blue: 175

White: 178

Day 3
Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)
Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Score after Day 3:

Blue
45.833
46.212
267.045
Blue
53.788
58.333

Blue: 379.166

White
54.166
53.788
285.954
White
46.212
41.666

White: 373.832

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Cleanup Track Results
Relay: White (Hunter Beaulac, Tristan Placide, Israel Anselme, Nathaniel Candray)
Dash: 1) Tristan Placide (W), 2) Antonio Agard (B), 3) James Kagoda (B)
Broad Jump: 1) John Yu (W), 2) Tristan Placide (W), 3) Israel Anselme (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Antonio Agard (B), 2) Hunter Beaulac (W), 3) James Kagoda (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Tristan Placide (W), 2) Antionio Agard (B), 3) James Kagoda (B), 4) Bryan
DaCosta (W)
Distance: 1) Israel Anselme (W), 2) Alex Babb (W), 3) Noah Damgaard (B), 4) Hunter Beaulac
(W)
Leagues Track Results
Relay: Blue (Ben Shocket, Mike Sudkin, Zach Mandel, Ben Grabie)
Dash: 1) Ben Shocket (B), 2) Ben Grabie (B), 3) Zack Waxman (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Zach Mandel (B), 2) Corey Perkins (W), 3) Aidan Tager (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Thomas Griffin (B), 2) Riley Bloch (B), 3) Jonah Bloch (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Zack Waxman (W), 2) Ben Shocket (B), 3) Gabe DaSilva (W), 4) Zach
Mandel (B)
Distance: 1) Adam Nigrelli (W), 2) Ben Grabie (B), 3) Liam Grabie (W), 4) Mike Sudkin (B)
Elective Time Results
Relay: Blue (Alex Tager, Matt Kern, Josue Anselme, Chris Victorin)
Dash: 1) Harry Tager (W), 2) Chris Victorin (B), 3) Virgil Shaffer (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Alex Tager (B), 2) Harry Tager (W), 3) Ben Tager (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Kelton Jamieson (W), 2) Matt Kern (B), 3) Nick Silva (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Harry Tager (W), 2) Ben Tager (W), 3) Chris Victorin (B), 4) Josue Anselme
(B)
Distance: 1) Virgil Shaffer (W), 2) Tim Beinborn (B), 3) Alex Tager (B), 4) Kelton Jamieson
(W)
Rest Period Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Jack Zinman, Blake Masse, Alex Hallion, Joey Cohen)
Freestyle: 1) Drew Aggouras (W), 2) Joseph Dain (B), 3) Griffin Yas (W)
Backstroke: 1) Drew Aggouras (W), 2) Joey Cohen (B), 3) Griffin Yas (W)

Underwater Swim: 1) Brandon Karp (W), 2) Stuart Lustig (W), 3) Dutch Senft (B)
Distance: 1) Drew Aggouras (W), 2) Joseph Dain (B), 3) Griffin Yas (W), 4) Tristan Goroshko
(W)
Night Activity Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Nick Akerstein, LaGordian Brown, Jake Sudkin, Aidan Connelly)
Freestyle: 1) Makiah Bennett (B), 2) Max Brody (B), 3) Kentony Chau (W)
Backstroke: 1) Aidan Connelly (B), 2) Brandon Buckman (W), 3) Makiah Bennett (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Aidan Connelly (B), 2) Nick Akerstein (B), 3) Kentony Chau (W)
Distance: 1) Brandon Buckman (W), 2) Makiah Bennett (B), 3) Max Brody (B), 4) Cole Lepler
(B)
Cake + Milk Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Austin Ricker, Andrew Hallion, Brady Buckman, Jimmy Fitzhenry)
Freestyle: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 3) Jimmy Fitzhenry (B)
Backstroke: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 3) Chase Waxman (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Drew Seifer (B), 2) Alex Joseph (W), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzalez (W)
Distance: 1) Jordan Goldberg (W), 2) Josh Kornbleuth (W), 3) Juan Carlos Gonzales (W) 4)
Houston Barenholtz (B)

AFTERNOON
Cleanup Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Michael Colon, James Kagoda, Harry Wu, Antonio Agard)
Freestyle: 1) Hunter Beaulac (W), 2) Tristan Placide (W), 3) Martin Chang (B)
Backstroke: 1) Martin Chang (B), 2) Hunter Beaulac (W), 3) John Yu (W)
Breath Holding: 1) Brian Tong (W), 2) Harry Wu (B), 3) Max Andelman (B)
Distance: 1) Hunter Beaulac (W), 2) Martin Chang (B), 3) Noah Damgaard (B), 4) Brian Tong
(W)
Leagues Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Ben Grabie, Riley Bloch, Thomas Griffin, Zach Mandel)
Freestyle: 1) Aiden Tager (B), 2) Brandon Goldberg (W), 3) Michael Hoffman (W)
Backstroke: 1) Brandon Goldberg (W), 2) Aiden Tager (B), 3) Thomas Griffin (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Michael Hoffman (W), 2) Ben Shocket (B), 3) Adam Nigrelli (W)
Distance: 1) Aiden Tager (B), 2) Brandon Goldberg (W), 3) Michael Hoffman (W), Adam
Nigrelli (W)
Elective Time Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Matt Kern, Josue Anselme, Kieran Flood, Tim Beinborn)
Freestyle: 1) Alex Tager (B), 2) Ben Tager (W), 3) Harry Tager (W)
Backstroke: 1) Matt Kern (B), 2) Ben Tager (W), 3) Kelton Jamieson (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Alex Tager (B), 2) Harry Tager (W, 3) Linden Tager (B)
Distance: 1) Alex Tager (B) 2) Ben Tager (W), 3) Harry Tager (W), 4) Linden Tager (B)

Rest Period Track Results
Relay: Blue (Joseph Dain, Nick Lee Soulos, Joey Cohen, Dutch Senft)
Dash: 1) Joseph Dain (B), 2) Michael Alexis (B), 3) Alberto Terrazas (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Michael Alexis (B), 2) Joseph Dain (B), 3) Mohamed Aljundi (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Joey Cohen (B), 2) John McLaughlin (W), 3) Griffin Yas (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Alberto Terrazas (W), 2) Joey Cohen (B) 3) Mohamed Aljundi (W) 4) Dutch
Senft (B)
Distance: 1) Tristan Goroshko (W), 2) Joseph Dain (B), 3) Griffin Yas (W), 4) Drew Aggouras
(W)
Night Activity Track Results
Relay: Blue (James Lee, Cole Lepler, LaGordian Brown, Aidan Connelly)
Dash: 1) Aidan Connelly (B), 2) Kentony Chau (W), 3) Trevor Kelly (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Kentony Chau (W), 2) James Lee (B), 3) Clint Yang (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Cole Lepler (B), 2) Alejandro Vaquerano (W), 3) Trevor Kelly (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) LaGordian Brown (B), 2) Brandon Buckman (W), 3) Kentony Chau (W), 4)
Aidan Connelly (B)
Distance: 1) Makiah Bennett (B), 2) Jonathan Kraus (W), 3) Jeremy Freed (W), 4) Trevor Kelly
(W)
Cake + Milk Track Results
Relay: Blue (Chase Waxman, Ben Keller, Austin Ricker, Jimmy Fitzhenry)
Dash: 1) Jimmy Fitzhenry (B), 2) Austin Ricker (B), 3) Austin Dodes (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Jimmy Fitzhenry (B), 2) Brendan Flood (W), 3) Chase Waxman (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Almonte Henk (W), 2) Drew Seifer (B), 3) Austin Ricker (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Chase Waxman (B), 2) Jordan Goldberg (W), 3) Almonte Henk (W), 4) Jordan
Sarnie (W)
Distance: 1) JC Gonzalez (W), 2) Houston Barenholtz (B), 3) Ben Keller (B), 4) Ben Kaplan (W)
Day 4
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Cleanup Newcomb (10)
Leagues Softball (10)
Elective Time Soccer (10)
Rest Period Waterpolo (10)
Night Activity Football (10)
Cake + Milk Basketball (10)

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
White
White

Score
2-1
10-4
3-2
1-0
32-0
60-37

MVP
Antonio Agard
Thomas Griffin
Javier Mota
Joey Cohen
Brandon Buckman
Juan Carlos Gonzalez

Rest Period
Evening Activity
Junior +Intermediate Omelet Game (10)
LS + Senior Omelet Game (10)
MS + High Senior Omelet Game (10)

Winning Team
Blue
White
White

Score
8-7
7-6
7-3

Evening
Song Night Practice
Score after Day 4:

Blue: 419.166

White: 423.812

MVP
Riley Bloch
Alberto Terrazas
Trevor Kelly

Day 5
Morning
Afternoon Sports
Cleanup Softball (10)
Leagues Newcomb (10)
Elective Time Waterpolo (10)
Rest Period Soccer (10)
Night Activity Basketball (10)
Cake + Milk Football (10)
Score after Day 5 Morning:
Afternoon
Song Night Practice

Winning Team
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
Blue
Blue

Score
7-6
2-0
4-3
9-2
68-23
7-0

Blue: 469.166

Score Going into Song Night: Blue: White:
Song Night
Blue
Entrance (40 Points)
19.7
Song from the Seats (30 Points) 15.5
Skit (50 Points)
25.3
Song from the Floor (30 Points) 16.2
Alma Mater (50 Points)
20.5
Final Score of Song Night
97.2

MVP
Noah Damgaard
Zach Mandel
Harry Tager
Dutch Senft
Yasmo (38 Points)
Brady Buckman

White: 433.812

White
20.3
14.5
24.7
13.8
29.5
102.8

FINAL SCORE OF COLOR WAR: Blue 566 (566.366)

White 537 (536.612)

Color War 2015 - Divisions
High Senior (20)
White
Blue
Alex Joseph
Andrew Hallion
Almonte Henk
Austin Ricker
Austin Dodes
Ben Keller
Ben Kaplan
Brady Buckman
Brendan Flood
Chase Waxman
JC Gonzalez
Drew Seifer
Jordan Goldberg
Houston Barenholtz
Jordan Sarnie
Jimmy Fitzhenry
Josh Kornbleuth
Matt Noah
Raymond Wu
Oudom Sang
Middle Senior (20)
White
Blue
Alejandro Vaquerano
Aidan Connelly
Brandon Buckman
Cole Lepler
Clint Yang
Eddie Benson
Jeremy Freed
Jake Sudkin
Joe Connelly
James Lee
Jonathan Kraus
LaGordian Brown
Juan Ruiz
Makiah Bennett
Kentony Chau
Max Brody
Sean Staples
Nick Akerstein
Trevor Kelly
Yasin Mohamid
Seniors (20)
White
Blue
Alberto Terrazas
Alex Hallion
Brandon Karp
Blake Masse
Drew Aggouras
Dutch Senft
Griffin Yas
Eric Jansky
John McLaughlin
Jack Zinman
Josh Wolf
Joey Cohen
Malik J-Guillaume
Joseph Dain
Mohamed Aljundi
Michael Alexis
Stu Lustig
Nick Lee Soulos
Tristan Goroshko
Ryan Karp

Low Seniors (20)
White
Blue
1 Andrew Babb
Alex Tager
2 Antonio Torres
Chidi Obi
3 Ben Tager
Chris Victorin
4 Christian Martinez
Gio Tammick
5 Harry Tager
Josue Anselme
6 Javier Mota
Juan Barrios
7 Kelton Jamieson
Kieran Flood
8 Nick Silva
Linden Tager
9 Prince Obi
Matthew Kern
10 Virgil Shaffer
Tim Beinborn
Intermediates (18)
White
Blue
1 Adam Nigrelli
Aidan Tager
2 Brandon Goldberg
Ben Grabie
3 Corey Perkins
Ben Shocket
4 Gabe DaSilva
Jay Obi
5 Israel Obi
Jonah Bloch
6 Jordan Levey
Michael Sudkin
7 Liam Grabie
Riley Bloch
8 Michael Hoffman
Thomas Griffin
9 Zack Waxman
Zach Mandel
10
Juniors (18)
White
Blue
1 Hunter Beaulac
Antonio Agard
2 Alex Babb
Brady Bloch
3 Brian Tong
Harry Wu
4 Bryan DaCosta
James Kagoda
5 Israel Anselme
Martin Chang
6 John Yu
Matt Goroshko
7 Kingdavid Obi
Max Andelman
8 Nathaniel Candray
Michael Colon
9 Tristan Placide
Noah Damgaard
10

BLUE HUSTLE SONG SHEET
Cheer Medley

eShake it off - Taylor Swift

(Captains Solo)
Now everybody from B-L-U-E put your
mother hustlin’ hands up and follow me
Now everybody from B-L-U-E put your
mother hustlin’ hands up and follow me

White can’t stand to play
It’s clear that they can’t hang
That's what people say, mmm-mmm
That's what people say, mmm-mmm

Hey now
Blue got a gangsta squad
So run away now
When we show up wearing black
The freedom lay down
Give em all we got
Cause it's a take down
Oh woah oh
X2
(Solo)
La Di Da Di, Blue likes to party
We might cause trouble, we might take
down somebody
We’re, just some hustlers who’re on the mic
And when we rock up on the mic, we rock
the white right
It’s yours!
Whose war is this?
The war is yours
The war is yours
It’s mine, it’s mine, it’s mine
Whose war is this?
It’s yours!
It’s time, it’s time, it’s time
Whose war is this?
The war is yours
The war is yours
It’s mine, it’s mine, it’s mine
Whose war is this?
It’s blues!

There’s nothing in our way
A blue plaques gonna stay
At least that's what people say, mmmmmm
That's what people say, mmm-mmm
(Pre Chorus)
But we keep cruising
Freedom can’t stop losing
It's cus we got this music
Full of rhymes
Saying, "Blues gonna win tonight."
(Chorus)
'Cause the hustles gonna play, play,
play, play, play
And we’re winning every day, day , day,
day , day
Freedoms gone away, way, way, way ,
way
Go Blue go, go blue go
White coaches bout to break, break,
break, break
There’s no more they can take, take,
take, take, take
Freedoms gone away, way, way, way ,
way
Go Blue go, go blue go
We never miss a beat
Tell freedom take a seat
Hustle can’t be beat mmm-mmm
Hustle can’t be beat, mmm-mmm

We’re capturing the throne
There’s nowhere white can go
We got the nicest flow, mmm-mmm
(Solo)
We got the nicest flow, mmm-mmm
Cuz The Boys on the Blue Are Always Hard (Pre Chorus)
You Come Talkin That Trash, We’ll Pull Ya (Chorus)
Card
Hey, Hustle

Knowin' Nutin In Life But To Be Legit'
Dont Quote Me Boy, Cuz Hustle don’t quit
Hold up, hey
For the hustlers who be waiting for more
We don’t, play
We goin be rocking til the final score
Hold up, hey
Blue Hustle be in the zone
Take a, seat
Tell the white to watch the throne
HeyyyeyyyEYEYyyyEYYY
Smoke white everyday!

While white’s been down and out about
their games and awful, awful splits in
this war,
They could've been getting down to this
sick beat.
Blue Hustle is unstoppable
We’re like “Go, blue go!" but we’re
hanging a plaque.
And to the freedom over there do you
even care
This war is over baby, we just will not
lose
Yeah ohhh
(Chorus)

Bad Blood – Taylor Swift

Still Fighting It- Ben Folds

(Chorus)
Cause Freedom now we got bad blood
And we know you couldn’t even stop us
We know this war is won
Cause Freedom now we got bad blood

When camp is done.
And time is slow
Long Pond is where we’ll want to go.
The time is here
To say goodbye
We’ll think of next summer to make us not cry
At West End, making new best friends
Bonds that never bend

(Hey!) Now you got problems
We know you can’t solve em
We made a really deep cut
Cause Freedom now we got bad blood
Did we beat them down?
After day one there chances were busted
Did we dominate, blue is shining, Freedom is
rusted
Did we have to hit them, where they’re weak
now freedom can’t breathe
Rubbed it in so deep
Salt in the wound now were laughing right at
them
Oh it’s so sad when we beat them down
All the time

Everybody knows
Here’s where we belong
And everybody does
Right here in Parsonsfield
Let me tell you what
The years go on and
We're still at West End, we're still at West End
Camp will be in our hearts
Forever
When camp is done
In twenty years from now
Maybe we'll all sit down and share memories
And we can talk about today
And our first day here where everything

(Chorus)
Did you think It’d be close?
Still got scars on their back from our beat
down
White team’s chances have past
These kinds of wounds they last and they last
Now, does white know that they’re through
They get killed when going up against blue
Time can heal but this won’t
(solo) So get out of our way, west coast
Oh it’s so sad when we just beat them
All the time
Chorus
Band aids don’t fix bullet holes
Here tonight just for show
We beat them down, now go blue go
Band aids don’t fix bullet holes
Here tonight just for show
We beat them down, now go blue go
(solo) Blue hustle on top, of the plaque
(Chorus) (Hey!)

changed
Every game
Through sunny days and rain
We all feel the same things
Everybody knows
Here’s where we belong
And everybody does
Right here in Parsonsfield
Let me tell you what
The years go on and
We're still at West End, we're still at West End
We say goodbye but then realize
The memories made
When camp is done.
And time is slow
Every game
Through sunny days and rain
We all feel the same things
Everybody knows
Here’s where we belong
And everybody does
Right here in Parsonsfield
Let me tell you what
The years go on and
We're still at West End, we're still at West End
We're still at West End, we're still at West End
Camp will be in our hearts
Forever

GO BLUE
GO!

White Freedom Song Sheet
Best day of my life - American Authors
Shut Up and Dance - Walk The Moon
We had a dream so big and loud
We’re going for the plaque
We pictured blue team crashing down
White team is feeling free
And we’re still holding back
Wo-o-o-o-o-o-o x2
On beating up on the blue team
This song night is our destiny
We put our bodies on the line
We say fight white!
We will not stop until it’s white
We’re beating the blue team
Wo-o-o-o-o-o-o x2
We’re never gonna give up
Whoa, were never gonna let down
No, they can’t stop us now
Oo-o-o-o-o-o
This is gonna be the best day of our li-i-i-i-i-ife
Oo-o-o-o-o-o
This is gonna be the best day of our li-i-i-i-i-ife
We’re beating blue in all the games
We’re winning splits and feeling great
Wo-o-o-o-o-o-o x2
With all our teams abilities
Blue knows white team can’t be beat
Wo-o-o-o-o-o-o x2
We’re never gonna give up
Whoa, were never gonna let down
No, they can’t stop us now
Oo-o-o-o-o-o
This is gonna be the best day of our li-i-i-i-i-ife
Oo-o-o-o-o-o
This is gonna be the best day of our li-i-i-i-i-ife

Since Blue came out to play
We’re beating them in every split everyday
And this entire war is going freedoms way
Oh we were bound to beat the blue team
We took the games
Blue don’t know how it happened
Now its song night and we say
We’re going for the plaque
White team is feeling free
And we’re still holding back
Oh beating up on the blue team
This song night is our destiny
We say fight white!
We’re beating the blue team
Now that color war is done
Just look at all the points that we just won
We were just Americans having fun
We were bound to beat the blue team
Bound to beat the blue team
Since Blue came out to play
We’re beating them in every split everyday
And this entire war is going freedoms way
Oh we were bound to beat the blue team
We took the games
Blue don’t know how it happened
Now its song night and we say
We’re going for the plaque
White team is feeling free
And we’re still holding back
Oh beating up on the blue team
This song night is our destiny
We say fight white!
We’re beating the blue team

Rather Be - Clean Bandits
Blue’s a thousand miles from comfort, They
know
they have reached defeat
And as long as white is fighting, there’s no
place
we’d rather be
Freedom lasts forever, Hustle will be beat
As long as Freedom’s ringing, A white plaque
is what
we’ll see

Cheer Medley
Time of our Lives – Pitbull
We knew we would win this war about a week
ago
We worked our tails off, and now it’s paying
off
And we’ve got just enough; to go 600 club
Hang up a white plaque, when this war is up
I’m coming home- Diddy

With every step we take, We beat blue every
day
winning is so easy
Blue Hustle has no game, Giving blue lots of
shame
We’re wild and we are free
Hustle was given a chance but we took it
It was a shot in the dark and they blew it
Know with all of your heart, Freedom’s
winning
When White is fighting, there’s no place we’d
rather be
We started out on a mission to keep the white
on
top
Winning splits and dominating, The points
don’t
seem to stop
It’s easy beating Hustle, Scared so easily
As long as Freedom’s ringing, A white plaque
is
what we’ll see
With every step we take, We beat blue every
day
winning is so easy
Blue Hustle has no game, Giving blue lots of
shame
We’re wild and we are free
Hustle was given a chance but we took it
It was a shot in the dark and they blew it
Know with all of your heart, Freedom’s
winning
When White is fighting, there’s no place we’d
rather be

We’re beating Blue
We’re beating Blue
Tell west end we’re beating blue
Let the pain, come to stay
Hustle’s feeling it everyday
We know a white plaque awaits
And we’re still screaming USA
We’re beating Blue
We’re beating Blue
Tell West End we’re beating Blue
Play it again - Luke Bryan
And now we say fight white fight, this is our
war
We kept on fighting as our lead grew more
Playing with class and doing things right
The plague will soon be white
Now we say, let Freedom rain let Freedom rain
let
Freedom rain
And now we say, let Freedom rain let Freedom
rain let
Freedom rain
Jordan Belfort - Wes Walker
We've been winning splits each and every day
Stacking up the points yelling USA
Hustle wish they could press replay
We just beat blue and its time to say
White Freedom
White Freedom
Burn - Ellie Goulding

When the war started out they don’t
what went on
Win the match, chant out loud, giving
love to the team
We’ll be raising our hands, yelling fight
white fight
‘Cause we got the fire, fire, fire
Yeah we got the fire, fire, fire
And we’re gonna let blue burn, burn,
burn, burn
We gonna let blue burn, burn, burn,
burn
Gonna let blue burn

Fight song - Rachel Platten

Bless the Broken Road - Rascal Flats

We’re a great team
We’ve won every split
And we wish that
Blue could compete
Like a team of stars
We’ve won every game
White could never have a match
And that means we’ll see a white plaque

We drove down to west end house, many years
ago
Hoping I would find true friends, at my second
home
Days keep on flying through and now we don’t
know what to do
We couldn’t see how every sign pointed
straight to you

And all those games Blue could not play
Freedom took hold of the reigns
We will shout Fight white fight
And you will hear our screams because…

Every long lost day leads me to west end house
Leaving will break my heart
This place can’t fall apart
We already can not wait
For the next year to start
But this much we know is true
That when you're one of the boys you’re
always pulling through

We are the freedom
No team could beat us
Classy and Reckless
White team is turned up
Hustle cannot stop us
The plaque will hang white
and we don’t really care if blue team ever
leaves
Cause we are proud and we know we are free
Blue’s losing games and they’re losing sleep
Everybody knows Freedom will defeat
Blue’s in too deep
yeah they’re in too deep
White has won for two straight years
We can expect to see blue’s tears
Freedom does believe
A White plaque we’ll see

Solo:
I think about the years we’ve spent, just
passing through
We’d liked to have the time we’ve lost and
give it back to you
But you just smile and take our hand
You’ve been there you understand
You’ve been part of a grander plan
That is coming true
Every long lost day leads me to west end house
Leaving will break my heart
this place can’t fall apart
I already can not wait
For the next year to start

And all those games Blue could not play
Freedom took hold of the reigns
We will shout Fight white fight
And you will hear our screams because…
We are the freedom
No team could beat us
Classy and Reckless
White team is turned up
Hustle cannot stop us
The plaque will hang white
and we don’t really care if blue team ever
leaves
Cause we are proud and we know we are free
X2

But this much I know is true
That when you're one of the boys you’re
always pulling through
X2

5A Sayings and We Leaves
Nathaniel Candray: “Can we watch a movie?” Striped Shirt, ramen habit
Hunter Beaulac: “Don’t touch my property!” Small basketball, ramen
Brady Bloch: “I have been waiter 6 times in a row now!” Stuffed animal, Triple Crown Winner,
great start to a long west end career
Max Andelman: “This is not your property; you didn’t pay for it.” Inside out shirts, funny kid,
Joey Cohen look alike
Bryan DaCosta: “Can you take me fishing?” Fishing rod, great cleaner
Josiah Seide: “I am so scared of spiders.” Russo St. Fort
Jaden Dominique: “One v One me in basketball I will destroy!” His brother, basketball
Nick Zhang: “BUTTERFLY AHHHHHH!” Favorite flashlight, books, camper from Shanghai
Mateo Correia: “Can I please, please play gaga?” Gaga addiction, Patriots hat
Kingdavid Obi: “Where are my shoes?” Best name in camp, one of the famous Obi family
Matty Vogel: “That is mine give it back!” Lacrosse stick, juggling, soccer skills
Omar Benmrad: “Can I go back to reading my book?” Always silent, loves reading books, great
kid
CIT Evan Vale: “On relief again?” “I’m going to the kezar” Kezar, computer
CIT Immanuel Mohan: “PLEASE clean the bunk” “PLEASE go to sleep” “PLEASE take a
shower” Please, pre-workout drinks, lifting, great addition to staff
JC Spencer Quist: “Hey guys!! Calm down and listen to Manny…” “Vale, stop being a camper
bro” “Staff room is for staff and staff only” Staff Room, sit down Quist, Desert War Coach,
Never short of energy
SC Mitchell Lesser: “Ok Ireland.” “Do the whip!” “I’m going to go lift” “1-2-3-4-5!” “The
Kelley Effect” White Freedom, Ireland, runner of Desert War, IU, Kelley School of Business,
great SC and even better addition to the Staff Room

5B Sayings and We leaves
Jared Rosario- “chill bro!” “When’s four o clock fruit?”
Shoes, playing catch, 11 under team, high pitched scream
Jackson Gervacio- “Get off my bed!” “What shirt do I wear for leagues?” “When’s general
swim?”
Jumping on the bed, Good soccer player, 11 under team
Ryan Murillo- “chill dawggggg!!!” “I got next shower” “hahahahhahahahaha!”
Pillow, positive attitude, good future at West End
Jaeshawn Rogers- “ You’re buggin me” “noooooooooooooo!!!” “Ball is life, life is ball!”
Athletic, 11 under team, baseball
Roxnny Rocho- “no I’ll just stay on my bed” “What’s for dinner”?
Mashed potatoes, teddy bear, modest
Licius Luka Roca- “But whyyy” “Pass the juice!”
Water shoes, Renan, drawing, Great Desert War
Renan DeSouza- “Who wants to go to general swim?” “Does anyone have food?”
Licius, sweatpants, good first year
Keegan Clark- “Okay…” “Who has my tennis ball?” “Wanna pass notes”
Tennis ball, glasses, pajamas, great future at WEHC
Nathaniel Aronson- “I want to play the saxophone” “The cello is lame” “Can we play ball during
rest period?”
Basketball, baseball intensity, great Desert War and first year, hopeful return
Alex Arevalo- “I didn’t do it!” “It’s general swim right now?”
Jeans, Pittsburgh Pirates shirt, gaga ball king, Bug farm
Zyaire Abney- “Okay!” “I want the box!” “Wah! Wah! Wah!”
Boxes, Sleeping bag, Jeans on head, Zylas and Zamayne, white shirts, great kid
DJ Dominque- “Get off my bed!” “I can’t wait for dinner, I’m starving!” “I love Canteen!”
Celtics pajamas, good Desert War, hopeful return
Simon Goodman- “Swaaaag” “Do you want some easy mac?” “Do it Ben!”
Great camper, MVP of week 4, great desert war, good athlete, 2nd year and hopefully more to
come
James Kagoda- “What the heck!” “Where’s Nyindu?” “I can’t wait for canteen!” “I love pop
tarts!” “Can I have a snack?”
Nyindu, newcomb athlete, good color war and desert war, great camper, great future at WEHC
Israel Anselme- “Can I get some food?” “That’s a force” “ahahahahahhaha” “that’s a neck”
High knee socks, bed sheet, staying up late with Tristan, great year

Brian Tong- “I got next shower!” “Can we watch a movie?” “STOOOOP!” “I WON!”
Batting gloves, winter coat, Frisbees, underwater breathing contest, randomness, LeBron’s,
great first year at WEHC
Antonio Agard- “Just do it!” “I got mad food!” “My bed is sooo comfy” “Did you see me mix
him?” “Anyone trying to play ball?” “Oh my goodness!”
Color war basketball game, newcomb, custom glove, food, good color war, steeple chase finish
Matt Goroshko- “That wasn’t me!” “Can I have some food?” “heyyy!” “Wanna hear a joke?”
Jokes, Mike, Guitar player, 3rd year, late night snacks, great kid, and hopeful return
Tristan Placide- “It wasn’t me!” “Chill with that” “I want to go play ball” “Hahahahahah”
Nasty color war basketball game, great athlete, steeplechase finish, first year, unsung hero,
amazing color war, hopeful return to WEHC
Harry Wu- “I need to go to the bathroom.” “What is my clean up job?”
Reading, flashlights, John and Martin, China, Skit member, peace and quiet
John Yu- “I like tubing.” “Waterfront is my favorite!”
Color war broad jump, reading, writing, China, first year, and hopeful return
Martin Chang-“You’re a good dancer!” “I want both”
Reading, writing, jokester, China, first year, and hopeful return
CIT Diego Rivera - “Clean the bunk!” “(Insert name here), what is your job?” “Quiet down!” “I
love biking!” “Okay day!”
Color war ref, bug spray, always tan, slides
CIT Mike Goroshko - “Are you serious!” “You guys are the best.” “Who has next shower?”
Junior league coach, staff of the week, Matt and Tristan Goroshko, color war ref, baseball,
hockey
CIT Ben Dick - “I don’t have the keys to the canoe!” “5…4…3..1!” Popcorn, Tuna, baseball,
aliexpress, great staff
JC Jack Donaldson- “Let’s Goooooo!” “ahahahahahahahah.” “Dusk! Dusk! Goose!”
Photographer, Dusk Desert war coach, hair, always on pictures, lifeguard
SC Matt Weismen- “Rest period rules!” “Yo, (insert name here) are you serious?” “Can we talk
outside for a bit?”
Lifeguard, staff of the week, color war ref, staff water, music, speakers

2A Sayings and We Leaves
Cameron Fox- *Intense Music in Background* “Hey guys, watch me do the whale dance” ”Yo
Dominic, I just touched your bed” “Dominic, I didn’t touch your bed geez stop”
Bouncing, Called it the Whale Dance? Denicio
Dominic Delgado- “Don’t touch my bed” “Homieeeeeeeeeeeeeeee” “Give back my baaaaaaall”
Patriot’s football, Shared all of his food, Could’ve Triple Crowned, really funny
Matt “Matty B” Berger- *annoyed* ”Nooo stooop“ “So . . . tired” flops on bed,
Basketball Hoop, Denning, Desert War Savage, Outstanding Junior Award
Liam Grabie- “Deniciooooo” “Denning is nice” “My boy Nyindu!” “Ben, Ben, Ben” “The
Grabies are better than the Blochs” “I know what goes on, I’m not stupid” “Ben, stop!”
Switching beds, top of 2A power rankings, Outstanding Sportsman, secretly giving Ben food,
Chinese Poker
Ben Grabie- “Denicio Campenzano, Denicio Campenzano” “Denning is nice” “abagabagabaga”
“I’m the better Grabie”
Cleaner Grabie, top of 2A power rankings, Outstanding Sportsman
Coleman Balweg- “Nyindu, wanna play catch” “Torres, stop” “Nyindu is better than you”
Bunk bed, playing catch, Nyindu, football
Ryan Torres- “Chill, chill, chill” “Denning, this music stinks” “I’m a part of staff”
Waking up late, Insane Desert War, Incredible athlete
Jonah Bloch- “Gains, boy” “Can you take me fishing?” “Riley, give me some foooood” “Wizzy,
Wizzy, Wizzy” “Bebes, can I put my shooting sleeve in the fridge so it can be cold for the
game?”
Annabelle, shooting sleeve, 0 for 10 with cold shooting sleeve, waking up early, Bloch vs Bloch
Desert War face off, Bob, lacrosse jersey
Riley Bloch- “Who wants to play some chi-po?” “Oh, Torres” “Just take the animal crackers,
Jonah” “Shut up Jonah!” “Brady won Triple Crown, isn’t that sick?”
Chinese Poker, animal crackers, Needham Football
Noah Damgaard- “Grabiekins, Grabiekins, Grabiekins” “Tager, Tager, Tager, Tager, Tager!”
“Michael Colon Deodorant Brand!” “Rowleyyyyy” “Can’t wait til next year for more Grabiekins
fun!” “I have an automatic win” “I’m gonna spend a lot at Funtown” “I made my bed” “King
Marmalade” “Jonah Bearrrr”
3 A’s in his name, funny nicknames, lacrosse sticks, messy bed, Denning
Michael Hoffman- “Who wants to play some Chi-po” “Stop it!” “Sharon isn’t that good at
sports” “I’ve been to Andre Tippett’s house”
Chinese Poker, high-pitched voice, Sharon, lacrosse, gremlin
Jordan Levey- “Riley” “Can I have some food” “Nahh Chill!”
Michael Colon, Obis, Great year

Michael Colon- “Seriously?” “Nooo” “I just want to be called Michael” “When’s cake and
milk?”
Dancing, Jordan Levey, Towel, Ben Dick’s fingernail, swim shirt
Zach Mandel- “Don’t touch my lacrosse stick!” “Get off my bed!” “I’ll trade you ___ for ____”
Lacrosse, big fan, trading, Riley
SC Craig Beberman- “Jonah, go back to your bed” “I gotta do abs” “I’m gonna go workout”
“Ben and Liam are sharing top of the bunklist” “Nyindu was my camper and now he’s my CIT in
the same bunk. Isn’t that crazy?” “(Nyindu/Denning/Dick) Run cleanup, I ran it every day when
I was a first year” “C Shift!!”
Barrett, working out, Great Color War coach, White Freedom, Green beans, keys to canoe
JC James Dunlea- “JONAH BLOCH” “Jonah is a great camper” “Dude, Chiiiiiiiiill” “2A Baby!”
Car keys, speakers, Fetty, Jonah, White Freedom, Dusk, 5-year plaque
JC Denicio Campozano- “Clean under your bed Jonah” “Denning had his moments, but he is a
good counselor”
Denning, Grabies, Jonah, Laugh, Late night 2A, 10-year plaque, cleaning
CIT Nyindu Kabangu- “If you win the quiet game, I’ll give you a prize” “I swear I’m a true West
Ender” “G1 is lit” “I was in Bebes bunk when he was a first year, He never ran cleanup” Liam,
RP3’s, 679, G1, Rap Battles with Gabe, Counselor of the week upset
CIT Jacob Denning- “Why do I have to get the bunk bed” “Liam and Ben are equal” “If I was
O’Toole…” “ Is it Matty or Matty B?”
Playing with kids, Relief, Matty B, Clean-up scores, Dubstep, Denicio
CIT Ben Dick- “Michael Colon” “You have 5 seconds. 5…4…1” “I’m awake” “Staff room?”
Canoe keys, late night 2A, Lifting, football, D2 catches

2B Sayings and We leavess
Devante Sealy “I’m hip” “Can you sit on my bed?” “Duff ‘em!”
Corey, the Connolly brothers, size XXL shorts, plain white t-shirts, Liam Ross, Dunkin
Matt Connolly; “Stonehill is Joe Barry!” “Who wants to play signal”
Chris Connolly, being waiter every day, Devante, great personality
Rhandall Almonacy “Hi” “I’m going to see Rhyan” “I don’t know the words to the house song”
Reading, Rhyan, biking, getting a ball in color rush
Tom Griffin “Is this shampoo?” “I live in Maine” “The showers don’t work during the day”
Hi brothers, defensive mongoose, questions
Sammy Solorzano “I feel better” “I wanted snacks not a pillow” “Nope”
Slammy, Mini Odell, Sam-man, Snacks
Liam Rowland “I wanna be on Offense!” “slurp slurp slurp”
Joe, wearing shirts that are too big, Brighton

Zylas Abney “Pork has sins in it” “That’s booty flakes”
Green bucket hat, red ball, Disneyworld, should’ve stayed all 8 but a great four weeks
Chris Chun “Oh shizz” “Does anybody want food, I have some” “Hey, what’s up Homes!” “I’m
scared of the Yeti” “Mom, can I stay longer?” Great soccer player, awesome camper, Mexico,
wanting to stay longer, the Yeti, multiple balls in color rush
Adam Nigrelli “LETS GOOOOO!” “Can I please finish reading” “I actually cleaned the bunk”
“What are you doing to my bed?” Lacrosse, League MVP, Great camper, Future HSC
Ben Shocket “Stonehill hates education!” “Do you want me to get cavities?” “My area isn’t
dirty” “I need to go to Bob, messy area, visors for the bunk, winning his first Color War, a great
eight weeks
Corey Perkins “And Steve was like…” “I still need to take my AM meds!” “No, I’m not going to
clean.” “Peter, you need to do your mess hall” Best dunker in the bunk, Bob’s announcements,
Desert War crate, shooting sleeve
Jay Obi “I really like drinking soda and playing board games.” “Where are Chidi, Israel,
Kingdavid and Prince?” Ninja turtle pajamas, top bunk, family, Color War
Zack Waxman “I made up a rap song…” “Where is Chase? I need Chase! Chase Chase
Chase!!!!” “I’m one of the best lacrosse players in history”
The Wax Daddy, waking up in the middle of the night, fear of the bug zapper, Chase, retainer
Michael Sudkin “Sure, mom” “Hey, don’t touch my ball” “Don’t mess with my boy Goldberg”
Visiting day cookies, pumpkin bread loaf, bunk basketball, Easy-Mac
Brandon Goldberg “My dad was a High Senior Captain” “My dad head coached the White Vice”
“My dad played for the Cincinnati Bengals” “I’m the best junior swimmer” “I’m going to call
this ball Mipster” Winning ball at Pizza Barn, Jordan cleaning 2B, wise beyond his years
Alex Babb “So help me God!” “Can I use the bathroom?” “Dope!” “That’s so not chill of you!”
Andrew, losing his glasses, Babb-Babb, small but big heart
CIT Noah Stonehill “Hillary Clinton is okay, but I really love Bernie Sanders” “Reaganomics is
a lie!” “Socialism is great for America” “Minimum wage should be like $30 an hour”
Republican views, love for Bernie Sanders, conservatism, right wing, Reagan shirts
JC Peter Wynn “I think I might do a Peebs run” “Guys, how’s the chinstrap looking?” “Not
gonna lie, this Shaq jersey is kinda fueg” Coming late and leaving early, the Bay Area, Giants
and Patriots apparel, bug zapper, odds, Peter Wynn walk, Mill Valley
JC Max Lustig “I want to party with Liam Grabie” “I’m making a video of Color War 2015”
“Running” “I’m going for a run” Running, Location Services, Color War video, running, making
awkward and strange comments
SC Joey Cohen “I used to be homesick too” “I guess we’re going to bed at nine then” Blue
Hustle Coach, red shorts, never eating, golf, naps, RP3, Losing Max’s stuff

3A Sayings and We Leaves
Kevin Barrera- “Stephen” “Wanna hear my Ali Express story” “Where’s my Ronaldo jersey”
His soccer ball, soccer jerseys, Ali Express
Nathaniel Hassanaj- “I’m Nathaniel Hassa-whatever” “Mexicooooo!!!!!” “Do you know where
Tim is?”
Best camper in the bunk, quiet, role model camper, Tim
Dezmond Mitchell- “Where are we going… when… ok” “No one else in the bunk cleans besides
me” “Look at these come ups I found”
Lost and found come ups, his J’s, always fixing his hair
Seamus Fox - “Needham is the best” “I’m going to visit my brother in 2A”
The Blochs, Cameron, football, good rookie year
Jack Gu - “1738” “I’m so handsome” “Did you bring any food back for me?” “Teacher…”
Translator, chess, calling all staff “teacher”
Jason Dong- “English…Chinese” “Do you have (song name)” “I know this song”
Song requests, bunk playlist, calling all staff “teacher”
Eddie Zhang - “No!” “I want to read” “I do my job”
Sleeping, reading, always first asleep, calling all staff “teacher”
Brady Cataldo - “(random noise)” “Ryan’s annoying me” “Can we watch a movie tonight?”
Always energetic, song requests
Ryan Cataldo - “Brady’s annoying me” “I stay up later than you think” “I’m reading my book”
Reading, chess, always calm
Benett Maley - “KWu stinks at chess” “Anyone wanna play 1 on 1” “Can I leave clean up now”
Rivalry with Lucas, out-of-bunk friends, always compared to Lucas
Gabe DaSilva- “Dats a neck” “Come here for that neck” “You can’t give me a neck” “teeth
sucking sound” “Are you serious?” “I miss Kern”
6 goals in CW soccer, Javier, his deep hatred for Fifth Harmony
Javier Mota - “silence…” “Chiiiiilllllll” “Are you serious homes?” “No I didn’t …”
Soccer ball, Gabe
Josue Anselme - “I’m waiter tomorrow” “I hate doing waiter” “My name’s not Hosue”
His brother Israel, good Color War basketball player, watermelon champion
Chidie Obi – “Can I visit my brother?” “What motivation do I have to clean if we can’t watch a
movie” “My name’s not Chitti”
Color war, Not cleaning the bunk, Jay and Israel
Israel Obi - “I’m from far away” “I don’t care if you give me Mess Hall”
Chidie’s cousin, Color war, Hanging out in the bunk

Chris Victorin- ‘’Actually….” “Technically…” “Did you know….?”
Smartest kid in the bunk, Color war coaches shirt, magic 8 ball
Gio Tamick- “I’m elite 8” “Can we watch a movie?” “Are you serious?!”
Moving from a single bed to top bunk, throwing deodorant, learning
Tim Beinborn- “Gio, stop” “Do you know where Nathaniel is?”
Great camper, always smiling, first and last two weeks, Nathaniel
Christian Martinez- “Can I sit on your bed KWu?” “Can I be DJ?” “Can I have a double
mattress?”
Going onto Kevin’s bed, Elite 8, top of the bunklist, U Mad Bro t-shirt
Juan Barrios- “It wasn’t me” “Can you go into their bunk and tell them to be quiet?”
Bob’s announcements, unable to go to sleep if there’s any noise, not cleaning the bunk, staring
Liam Flood - “I’m a better speller and athlete than my brothers” “Brendan no you can’t …”
Sleeping a lot, Pasty white, haircut
Alex Romantz- “I love working in pit” “I don’t sleep that much”
Tennis Guy, Sleeping… a lot, Nutella and Oreos
Kevin Wu- “Get off my bed!” ‘Clean the bunk!” “If you can name all 5 members of Fifth
Harmony…”
Fifth Harmony, Modern Family, Raymond
Andrew Kern- “I’m an SC, not a CIT” “I’m the 3 point champ of West End” “No one can wear
my Paul Pierce jersey”
College shirts from schools he doesn’t go to, Kart Gang, C-Shift, Watermelon Rituals,
unexpected return after two-year absence

3B Sayings and We Leaves
Chris Connelly: “What’s for the side table?” “Are you guys playing diagonal chess?”
Liam Ross, fishing rod, side table
AJ Shadfar: “When are we going sailing?” “I’m the best sailor in camp” “When is waterfront?”
Bucket hat, sailing, trivia
Yonel Torres: “I want to come back for Color War” “I play squash and I’m pretty good”
Squashbusters, Phoenix, Leo, and a great rookie year
Xavier Thompson: “You guys are going to miss me when I’m gone” “Can I draw on your arm
Victor?”
Matching clothes, hat, Nasir, drawing on arms, always positive
Phoenix Almonte: “I should be in the 1’s” “Leo is my cousin” “I’m the best squash player in
camp” “I have the best flashlight”
Squash, Leo, flashlight, baseball

Leo Mirabal: “My mom makes the best flan” “Phoenix is my cousin” “Everybody uses my bat
in Watermelon”
Baseball bat, Phoenix, Leonardo Da Vinci, squash
Antonio Torres: “Can I have cereal?” “Where’s my shoe?” “I’ve been here for four years.”
His shoe, eating cereal, Desert War, wrestling
Eli Chapeaux: “Can we watch a movie tonight?” “Carl, can I go on your bed?” “How do you get
into Gottlieb?”
His last name being shampoo, Ethan, Melrose, Carl’s bed, 5-Dog, Great first year with a hopeful
return
Ethan Brodeur: “Naughty Nas, where are you?” “Carl, can I go on your bed?” “Okay…”
Nasir, Melrose, Eli, Carl’s bed, misplacing his shoes, his pajamas, Great first year with a
hopeful return
Nasir Simon: “Yo, I’m Naughty Nas!” “Is that bacon?” “Why, bro...?” “Jordan, I missed you!”
His funny stories, Leading the Watermelon League in home runs, Great veteran camper
Devin Usal: “I’m cleaning!” “I’m going to France.” “New Jersey’s the best.” “Let’s GOOO!!!”
Making the 15under team, being a senior in the 3’s, New Jersey, Water, Desert War, Great
rookie camper
Raymond Yu: “What is Desert War?” “Is Cake and Milk tonight?” “I love this song!” “I like this
very much.”
Doorbed, China, Thomas, Singing in Chinese, 8 weeks next year
Thomas Cai: “I wish I could stay longer.” “Here is my letter.” “Do we have Waterfront?”
MVP of the week, Raymond, China, Desert War, Being a senior in the 3’s, awesome camper
Tyler Sarro: “My hockey team is nasty” “I’ll try to come back after hockey”
Being a beast at hockey, great camper and athlete
Liam Ross: “Devante!” “Devante is my best friend!” “Why do my shoes smell?” “World Star!!!”
Desert War, improving attitude, hopeful return next summer
Xavier Manuel: “When’s Cake and Milk?” “What movie are we watching?” “Watch me whip!”
Comfortable bed, Cake and Milk, big smile all the time, Chinese Poker
Lucas Maley: “Benett is my twin” “Lacrosse is better than basketball” “Am I a waiter” “That’s
awesome!”
Lacrosse, Benett, Desert War athlete, amazing first year with a hopeful return next season
Aidan Tager - “Tell Linden to stop!” “Can we stay up longer please?” “Two plus two equals
four”
Winning the swim in Track and Swim, newest addition to the Tager Clan, awesome year,
winning Watermelon
Kieran Flood - “Hi, Jordan!” “Jordan, say hi” “I should be in 4B” “Liam, Brendan, and I are
3 for 3 in CW Spelling Bee”
Being the tallest kid in the bunk, Liam’s Mini Me

Matt Kern - “Why haven’t you been to Newton?” “Senseless Sleep-Talking” “Can we please
play OTD Baseball, Jordan?” “ANTONIO, STOP!!!”
A beast during CW, dominating the Intermediate Leagues, hopeful return next year
Nick Silva - “I was here in 2010” “I WAS! LOOK IN THE KEZAR!” “Victor, I mean Jordan,
Lets play…”
Missing the same years as Leppo, elongated stay in Cabin 3B, most comfortable bed in the
cabin, awesome camper with a bright future
Alberto Terrazas - “No, it wasn't me” “Can you get me food?” “Yelling in Spanish” “SONG
NIGHT PRACTICE!!”
Staying up late, Sleeping in, Lucky Charms, Fútbol, Funniest kid in 3B
Kevin Tully - “Ya, sure I’ll do it” “Tyler’s leaving, but I'm staying” “My cousin is Danny
Walsh” “I’ve got football back home”
Cousins with Danny Walsh, not saying much, but being involved in everything, great rookie
Year
Andrew Babb: “Don’t worry; I’ll be back for Color War” Awesome!”
Great Daigle pedigree, enthusiasm, spirit, and energy
SC Mark Karmiy - “Sounds like a 1-year CIT problem to me” “3B BABY!!” “OK Chaos” “I
scored 3 goals in my High Senior game”
White Freedom, always getting Injured, World Cup entrance, Stoops
JC Victor Svedloff - “Sick, dude” “I don’t even care” “Wanna go on a run?” “DaVinci!” “I’m
being serious”
Running, White Heat, Japan, breaking Leppo’s ankles, Leo, OTW
1CIT Carl Devis - “Get off my bed!” “I don’t even know hahaha” “I’m telling you to do it!”
“You better listen”
Brooklyn, Michael Colon, painting the plaques and lists, OTW
1CIT Jordan Leppo - “Ya ya, I know” “Seriously? Nick!” “I’m not Indian, I’m Italian” “Chaos
Mid Senior Captain, baby!” “Yo, you know my boy Tipa?” “WATERMELON BABY!!” “I’m
gonna lift now”
Working out, Protein Drinks, winning the Watermelon League Championship, messy area,
biggest family in camp, The Leppo-Benson-Chabot-Romantz-Stillman family, OTW

4A Sayings and We Leaves
Tristan Goroshko – “You like Ferbles?” “laughing” “My brother/uncle…”
Laugh, Eight Weeker, Hockey, His Brothers, being a food-trading mogul, good year
Dutch Senft – “My team hasn’t played soccer…” “New Star?” “Are we watching Flash?”
Repping the Blues, Soccer Jerseys, Joe Flacco, Another Awesome Year
Donte Barboza – “Maaaaan c’mon, I wanted to watch the Incredibles” “Heck no, baby”
Various Hats, DW and 13U Dominance, another solid year
Omar Quilter – “Actually though, who can guard me?” “Who can?”
Staff Impressions, Being “nice” at ball, stupidly funny faces, and another awesome year
Tyrese Sealy – “… questions we all ask ourselves.” “Save my boy Donte!”
Laughing, Saving his “Boys,” Yelling, Thinking he’s “nice” at ball, another great year,
1…2..3…TYYY-RESE
Kevin Works - **laughing uncontrollably** “Can we go fishing?” “C’mon Omar…”
His Shoes, Starter for 13U Football, Hanging out and laughing, good first year
Sidney Wen – “What is going on??” **endless smiling** “Signal?”
Signal, Always Reading, His Calming Presence, and a great rookie year
Gianni Thompson – “Hey Max…” “Check this out…” “… party?”
Parties, Omar, Amari, Being “Nice” at Ball, 13-Under Basketball
Max Howard – “Get off my bed” “You’re not my dad”
Cocoa Butter, His Bed
Virgil Shaffer – “Siiiiicckk” “Why is Ed Sheeran so ugly?”
Fishing, Girls and Friends
Will Burger – “Can we watch Arrow?” “Matty was a beast...” “Chhhhiiiiiilllllllll!!”
Westboro, his smile and personality, his brother Matt
Luke Lentine – “I didn’t even bring all my shoes…” “Lightning was ssiiiiccckk”
Westboro, all around skills, great bunkmate
LJ Andres – **clapping** “She’s cute…”
Random comments during movies, New Jersey, Nick and Rhyan, his bed, very good first year,
freeing the jail in the junior color rush
Rhyan Almonacy – “I got the water Pokémon.” “Nick, shut up!!”
New Jersey, Nick and LJ, Rhandall, great first year
Nick Angebrandt – “Rhyan!!!” “You always get the fire.”
New Jersey, Rhyan and LJ, great year, good dw
Linden Tager- “Do your job!” “Ok, let the juicer eat now.”
Clean-up runner, bunk fort, not a triplet, hating juicer, questions

Harry Tager- “I should play front middle” “Ben stopping messing up!!” “I’m doing good the
other two are doing bad”
Tallest Tager, triplet, volleyball, clean up monster, 3 on 3 newcomb
Ben Tager - “He messed me up, he was talking.” “Ok, I won’t miss this one.” “I’ve been playing
good, it’s them doing bad.”
Triplet, volleyball, looking identical to Alex, dog tag with a his name on it
Alex Tager- “No I swear I’m good.” “BEN!!!!” “I was waiter today I’m not involved.”
Triplet, identical to Ben, Volleyball, always had a clean locker
Drew Aggouras- “If I was the last person on earth I would…” “I should have been a flag”
Loudest in the bunk, great year, swimming, the sixth “Tager”
Malik Jean-Guillame- “Yezerski, how was your day?” “Yezerski, did you learn something new
today?” “Yezerski, did you know…?”
Orange shoes, Nick Lee Soulos, Questions, Bunk fort, would you rather games
Mohamed Aljundi- “What did I do to you?” “Guys listen to the counselors we don’t want to
lose…”
Great kid, bulky, good color war, basketball shot, great second year
Nick Lee Soulos- “Malik stop!” “Are you sure second bell rang” “Chill bro.”
Heavy sleeper, Malik, Ramen, Bunk fort, great first year
STAFF
SC Matt Connelly – “You’re not even nice at (name anything)” “Like I said, I’ll always take
Lightning.” “Are we trying to watch Arrow?” “Yeah, cool, everyone chill on my bed.”
13u Coach, South Carolina Gear, Stock Market, Ego As Big As His Head
SC Ignacio De La Torre – “Guys are you serious?? Okay, good.” “Quiet down!”
Archery, cleaning, OD, skype, Beijing kids
JC Denicio Campozano- “Come on guys.” “Guys listen up.” “Malik knock it off.”
Pete Wynn walk, 10-year plaque, AOD, low key being a computer god
CIT Jake Yezerski – “If you go into town, can I…?” “We were so good” “Can I watch Arrow?”
13u coach, licensed, Melrose kid, same music every day, two speakers, arrow
CIT Isaiah Bedsole – “Pass the gains?!” “Do you want some gains on those gains?” “This cookie
is 150 Gains.” “Too many gains” “Ok, I love relief.”
Afro man, ice ice baby, papa gains, tiny, arms, chest, not legs

4B Sayings and We Leaves
Noah Oppenheim – “My head hurts” “1v1 me in soccer”
Hearts, Soccer, Newton Vines shirt
Harvey Chen – “My brother . . . “ “Harvey how’s the food? “Thumbs Up” “My name is Borat”
South Park, beautiful Spain shirt, the Gaming Lemon, Borat
Kyle Mickelson – “Two Thumbs Up” “Daddy” “Nods”
Fastest kid in camp, sick Desert War, shower
Kyle Isaksen – “Can we watch The Descent tonight?” “I’ve already seen this” “Omar’s going to
the league” Top bunk, quiet and friendly
George Zabalou – “What’s up?” “On dogs”
Hoop skills, George Zabaaaaaaaalou, Robin Hood
Evan Fredel – “5 plus 2 equals 8” “Bro, I’m sick at {insert sport here}” “Come on, one more
episode” “I tried out for lacrosse because I was bored” “Why is my name Gary?”
Being Gary, 13U flag football, Door bed, A great first year at West End with many more to come
Kelton Jamieson – “Wanna play cribbage?”
Massabesec, Blake, Shoot the Moon
Blake Masse – “Click/wink” “Bill is my boy” “That’s assault”
Nutty-o’s, Blake Massive, Kelton, Shoot the Moon
John McLaughlin – “Hey Jack!” “What?” “Huh? What?”
A dirty j, but a shooter’s roll, only staying for the wars
Eric Jansky – “Wanna go, Ado?” “You gotta problem?” “Nah, white mattresses are my thang”
“1 on 1, right now” Losing to Shaps in every 1 on 1, A great first year with many more to come
Alex Hallion – “I’m not on the spelling team” “Say no to the fat man” “Shrieks”
Big boy almost, THE DANCE, Less hair, Andrew
Joey Cohen – “Yeeeet” “All right, mayn” “Clouds”
Soccer sticker on the retainer, the stories, Rachie
Ryan Karp – “I spell better than Brandon”
Spelling bee, categories, cut gang, Mio, OG Member
Jack Zinman – “Hey John!” “Heat could have beaten Rumble” “It’s not a double mattress, it’s
foam!”
Blue Platoon, Legacy, Pringles, South Park
Brandon Karp – “Sit down, Ado” “That’s such a Gary thing to do” “He wasn’t bad, just
misunderstood”
Clean up Captain, awful side aisle, under his bed, cut gang
Josh Wolf – “. . . pause, not” “I like muffins”
Wanting bottom bunk, mini hoop, terrible sports allegiance, Flo-rida

Griffin Yas – “Heart, baby” “I have the nicest bed in camp”
Exasperated gasps, Color War, cleanup

STAFF
Jonah Rappaport (SC) – “Get out of the bunk!” “You’re such a Toby” “Ado, it’s all your fault!”
“Let me spit a quick 16”
HC Blue Hustle, Cuse, The Office, Best SC in camp, Strongest night activities in history, Best
team to ever win CW, B-Shift, Most ever nights out in a summer, Fastest swimmer in camp, Fire
flames lyricist
Luke Stillman (JC) – “Pass all the condiments.” “Shaps, run Cleanup” “Yo, this meal is actually
kinda good”
White Freedom, Terrible 2 dawg, Ugly as hell, Sharon
Sam Shapiro (CIT) – “I got the nutty, you got the o’s?” “Groovy” “Nah, I’m Off”
White Rumble, 6 hunna, 37 in the house game, 16U Mini Hoops, Kai, God, rash, Dawn,
disposable razor, Gauchos
Ado Jean-Noel (CIT) – “It’s not funny anymore, Karp” “I’m honestly pretty savage” “funny joke
funny joke” “chill”
Camper, best kitchen worker in camp, savage, nae-nae, whip, OJ, Rocks, Frisbee

1A Sayings and We Leaves
Austin Ricker – “Pat I hate you.” “I am uncomfortable in my body.” “Could really go for a
mushroom pizza right now.” Bunk bed, greasy hair, lucky rabbit foot
Max Brody – “Why me?” “Complain, Complain, Complain” “Sometimes I sit on the sailing
dock and hum to myself the My Little Pony theme song.” Singing, screaming, eating Kaplan’s
food, Chilling with Kaplan
Nick Akerstein – “Does anyone wanna play a quick game of Monopoly?” “Don’t worry guys,
mamma is sending up some homemade lamb chops!” “That is not what I said.” Flow, long
philosophical discussions
Yasin “Yasmo” Mohamad– “I act mad hard, but I am from Lewiston.” “No, I will not do my
clean up job” “Cucumbers are really good for you.” Ball, ball, ball, ball, balloon, baloney,
bologna, balcony, aquatic aerobics
Ben Kaplan – “I should’ve plaqued this year” “Max I was a high senior, do you have any idea
what that means?” “Why am I even here? I should be ballin’ over seas.” “Guys, I am going to the
archery shed to take a nap if anyone wants to come.” High senior, basketball, Friends with Max
Trevor Kelly- “Yo check out my abs.” “I am better than Austin Ricker.” “Ricker has nothing on
me” “What is Ricker going to do? Cry?” Abs, baseball, omelets

Brandon Buckman – “I love leagues” “Jordan, get off my bed!” “When is canteen?” “Will we
ever get to play Family Feud again? That was so much fun” Great kid, great year, hopefully
comes back many more years
Joe Connelly – “Yo Aidan, how about dat Ironman do?” “CHIIIIIIILLLLLLLLL” “Do you
know who my big brother is?” “Have you heard of Matt Connelly?” Dope boche skill set, future
high senior, tank tops, maroon shorts, Nike sandals
Aidan Connelly – “Where is the blocking on the line?!” “Arrow?” “Do you know who my
brother is?” “Have you heard of Matt Connelly?” “Yo Joe, how about dat Color Rush do?”
Cooler than a cooler, obsession with kan jam,
Jake Sudkin – “Michael stop beating me in every sport!” “It’s tricky doe” “My hat is red”
“Seriously, my hat is red.” Song night specialist, red hat issues, Natick isn’t a place
Stu Lustig – “My mom makes a mean meatloaf surprise.” “Kaplan don’t make me have to break
your ankles again.” “That’s a neck.” “My brother is the future of this camp.” Always raising his
hands for no reason, dances in excitement every time he has bathroom mop, always trying to
climb the biggest tree, self claim best broad jumper in camp, fastest dash time in camp
Josh Kornbleuth - “I’m not greasy! I am just really greasy.” “What are those?” “Have you ever
thought about why god made us his creation?” “Every day I work hard, play hard, and make sure
I get my cake + milk.” Dancing with his sister on visiting day, crying over not being made an
HSC, going to bed before cake + milk
LaGordian Brown – “Or what?” “Yeah I should be a better basketball player than I am, but I will
never be that good unfortunately.” “Yo that’s a force.” “That’s it! I am done with basketball for
good! Who wants to play Spike Ball?” “Where’s my pet rock Coco?” Texas, talking to his pet
rock Coco
Dominic Torres – “What are you going to do about it?” “I am not going to do my job” His
brother Ryan, Lynnfield
Gabe Sands – “Where’s Walden?” “Movie anyone?” “If we get above a 40 in cleanup we can
watch a movie tonight.” “Actually if we get above a 21 in cleanup we watch a movie tonight.”
“Nevermind, we will just watch a movie during clean up.” Love for the kitchen, love for big mike
the cook, love for little mike the cook and love for José the cook.
Pat O’Toole – “Gainz.” “Isaiah, your arm doesn’t fill your shirt.” “All I think about is dropping
out of high school and join the local circus group.” “I mean the circus pays fairly well right?” “I
don’t even know what I would do in the circus, but man it would be cool.” Benching, squatting,
deadlifting, bicep curls, tricep rope extensions, cooking weird food that doesn’t taste good, but
continues to eat it anyway
Jordan Chabot – “I only listen to underground rap.” Running to his bed after showers because he
forgot his clothing, getting in shape, golf clubs
Barrett Wilson- “Guys, you gotta stop telling me how ripped I am.” “Yes I get it. Rumble was
the best color war team ever.” “Throw your 6’s up if your part of the 600 club.” “Who wants to
do abs today?” Rumble coach’s shirt, working out, 600 club winner, color war runner, West End
15u Basketball Coach, Bebes

1B Sayings and We Leaves
Adam Staples: “I saw my friend at Kennards today”, “Back in Sacopee Valley…”, “I remember
my first Monster Energy...”, “Storytime!”, “Wanna take me fishing?”, “Can I fill up my water
bottle?”, “If my car broke down at Kennards, I’d definitely come here to get it fixed.”
Maine, 2 weeks, ProBo, Sean, Monster Energy Drinks, making a surprise appearance
Jacob Dyer: “Hello my name is Jacob Dyer and I spit fire,” “Put on Uptown Funk.” Welcome to
the Dyer-land,” “Zamayne, isn’t Catterpee dope?!” Spitting fire, Pokemon, Dyerland, Getting
Jiggy with it, Great 4 weeks
Christian Ho: “Aaron!” “I only got like 3 balls this year, nothing compared to Lightning.”
“Rubiks cubes are slight work.”
Aaron, Dusk, Sleeper pick, hopeful return for color war next year
Aaron Cheng: “I’m better with the Rubiks cube than Christian.” “Ya, Christian is dece at color
rush, but I pull mad flags.” “You know I’m reppin’ the dirty Q.” “My rhymes are too hot.”
Christian, Dusk, Rubiks cubes, Hard contributor to 1B Ciphers, Rhyming with ‘rap’, Hopeful
return for color war next year
Zamayne Abney: “Zach, you have to go to Culliver City.” “Back at home they call me the Pokedex.” “Pidgey is low-key DOPE.” “I just want some pizza…”
Pokedex, Pokémon, Playing Pokémon with Zach, Zyaire, Leon Washington, Head nods
Quinn Donovan: “Collin is overrated.” “I’m definitely staying longer next year…” “Always
reppin’ the Dirty Dubs.”
Westborough, Dusk, 13-U Flag football, Hood game, weak bars, Annie E. Fales Elementary, not
Hastings, Going buggy
Seva Filatov "Noooooooooo" "Meeee? Whaaaa?" "Chabiiiiiiit, tennnisss" "It wasn't me, it was
_____" “I yell because I am Seva" " I am Seva Filatov, hear my roar" "Isaiah make your area!!"
Russia, care package aficionado, Chabot, tennis, his best bud Isaiah, one volume
Theo Bookman "Yo, Cole, how 'bout we start up a nice Gaga tourney", "It's natural, Mike"
Melrose, 2 weeks, a hopeful longer return for next year
Isaiah Manuel "I didn't know what to do, someone was in Wonderland!" "90% sure I was picked
first for desert war", "He said I could have a skittle, doesn't that mean the whole bag?"
One sandal walk to Kennards, Wonderland, Mansfield, close friends with Seva and Ricker,
Desert War, Iron Man
Eddie Benson "Baaaaaaah", "Remember when Z-Leps was my counselor and my uncle" "ETK,
on the mic... I got nothing"
Hustle, weird talents, The Kid, sheep noises, the original unclogger, steps up at big moments
Michael Alexis "Naw, naw, we don't have summer in Canada, the hottest it has gotten is like
3.47 degrees Celsius", "Am I really that bad at softball, I feel like I hit it at least 6.08 meters
every time, eh", "Zach - I mean Jack!", "Put on (insert mainstream hip-hop song)"
Hustle, "Mike Mike Mike", Montreal, Canada, endless hours in the rec hall, ball is life, thinking
he's better than Karasik at ball.... just no

Jeremy Freed "Guys, my emotions do change" "Rank, dawg, rank" "Yo, dawg I'm nasty at ball"
"I'm better than Karasik at ball", "It's all about the …"
NNHS, Kool Aid, thinking he's better than Karasik at ball, being worse than Karasik at ball, very
tall, loves sleep
Cole Lepler "Uncle Leps and I are going to tear up the wiffleball circuit" “Where’d you come
from? who brought you here, dude?" "I win watermelon every time" "I have the triple crown of
the wiffle ball ladder, tourney, and watermelon," "I know this song!"
Hustle, softball throw, Color war beast, Melrose, Theo, watermelon, wiffleball
Jonathan Kraus "Yeah, Alberto and I were just chillin' in 3B contemplating the meaning of life,
debating soccer and assessing the validity of 'impossible” “The doctors say I'm gonna be 6'7"
mad tall, 3B, Alberto, soccer, never in the bunk, memories of past desert wars, 5A besties
Prince Obi "My lion feasts on the dying souls of those foolish enough to play me in soccer," "I
heard you, I just do things on my own time" "Power moves only"
His pet lion Charlie, Israel, Kingdavid and the rest of the Obi posse, double mattress bottom
bunk, coming out-of-nowhere, sick Color War, PKs, brick wall, triple mattress
Alejandro Vaquerano "Yo Kraus" "I came weeks five and six last year" "Yo remember when
Steve was my coach on the champions?" "Krewe-Doomsday Color War was tight"
Talking in his sleep, Reading, striking out in Watermelon, espanol, missing Auction Part 1,
thinking the Leplers were the Leppos
Joseph Dain "Jeremy, stop trying to impress me" "Let me tell you all a story about the time I
made Stalin a nice BLT"
Hustle, the silent sniper, "the distance," Russia, calm and composed, Skype calls, running miles
in cargo shorts, his black hat, chess with Bill
Counselors
SC- Zach Chason "C'moin" "1B cypher tonight, it's gonna be lit," "It's the 1B gang," "Karasik,
just admit I'm the greatest thing to ever happen to your WEHC career," "Jack, trade Red Sox
blankets with me,” "Jack, shave my neck hair," "Rap about it," "11 years is a long time"
Hustle, Indiana U, Mitch & Ian, Neck Hair, 1B cyphers, jersey game, hopeful return for next
year- but nonetheless a great West End career
JC-Aaron Karasik "Yeah if I got accepted into Harvard I'd think about going," "I get tingly when
I think of the Lightning 3's draft," "I didn't actually come up with Karasik Park, my last name
just rhymes," "NNHS volley ball is NASTY!","I haven't had a night out in like 10 weeks"
Hustle, Rec Hall, Karasik Park, Volleyball, Shadow, C-shift
CIT- Jack Lesser "Zach have you ever been on the Bongo?" "Dusk is basically Night 2.0, we
were UNREAL!" "Yo, get me that flash drive," "The antelope is hiding from the water buffalo,"
"I'm on Zach's Breaking Bad schedule, that's why I had a double off," "I'm up to like an average
of 6 bars now," "1B cypher tonight?" "I don't mind kitchen, but when I'm with Vale..."
Dusk, Lax Ref, Honorary member of C-Shift, coming to camp with 300 songs and leaving with
3000, Cookie monster instrumental, straight outta Knob Hill
CIT- Walden Ng "When I'm in the bunk, I'm playing pokemon... but I'm usually not in the
bunk", "I'm just waiting for that scholly from UNC Chapel-Hill for frizz", "Another day, another
double period of Instructional Swim," "I'm tired," "Jack, blast the nap playlist" Frisbee, Gabe,
3Ds

Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Ethan Seidman – “Play some Coldplay” “I love how Lax is a league sport” “Ouch, my shoulder”
“I always go to bed early”
Team Greece, 7th year at camp, Lax, Dan, Doing laundry with Asa and Marjorie, Going to bed
early
Dan Lavenson – “Franck is huge” “C’mon, Egg” “Pffff, I don’t even care” “People say ‘Yo,
Humpty, you're really funny looking,’ 'that's all right 'cause I get things cooking'”
Team Ireland, 15U hoops, House Game, Ethan, Gronk Smash
Sean Staples – “Hey, how about I just ignore you and hang out with my friend during laundry”
“What?” “I got to get a job so I can buy a car”
Pajama Pants, Flannel, Maine, Big’s
Timothy Chu – “Gottlieb, Gottlieb” “I want to come back”
His height, underrated athlete, great kid
Matt Noah – “I have to go for football, but maybe I’ll be back”
Powerhouse, good leader, Gottlieb 2016
Alan Qiu – “What’s it mean?” “I have a question… that’s a book.” “Eric B. make ‘em clap”
Incomplete Questions, Dawn, Glasses issues for the 5th year in a row
Matt Paluzzi – “Waltham is great” “I play baseball” “Yo dawg what’s crackin?” “I gotta say it
was a good day.”
Waltham, Dusk, Baseball, OS of the week, top bunk
Chris DiPietrantonio – “Yo where’s Goroshko?” “I come for the same session every year
because I love Desert War.” “I think I’m going to break my ironman record.” “I broke my
ironman record.”
Dawn Captain, #2 on the Ironman Board, Great Athlete, Inconsistent Jump shot
Sean Karass – “Yeah, but I don’t want to” “I’ll wait until Chris isn’t looking” “My Watermelon
team is nasty” “Spending racks you know I make it right back (let's go)”
Marblehead, Clayton Kershaw’s pitching motion, pictures, Dawn, Team Brazil
Franck MaGloire – “Hey, (random counselor), can you put in a good word for me so I can be a
CIT next year?” “Let me finish talking!” “Dude!” “I love ramen” “Oh, you’re on a night out?
Can you buy me a buff chick calzone?”
Ramen, Team Greece, Dawn, Chipotle Mayo, Jalapeño Peppers, 90 Minute Showers, Wanting to
be a CIT, Great Desert War performance
Makiah Bennett – “What?” “Accompanied by Deck plus the DJ you respect” “Put on a different
song” “Hey” “Yeah, I run.”
Rookie of the Year, Dawn, Team Russia, Spelling Bee, Mid-Senior distance dominance, MC’s
Act Like They Don’t Know, Tennis, Great Ironman
James Lee – “What did the sandal say to the face?” “Okay” “You can plan a pretty picnic but
you can’t predict the weather.”
Slap, Undefeated CW record, Blue Hustle, Pokémon, Newton North, Blue Reign Shirt.

Kentony Chau – “I’ll tell Clint” “Sorry I’m late”
Bilingual, 5 year club, Allston-Brighton
Jimmy Fitzhenry – “Hello, massive egg.” “I’ll be in G1 with Brady, Austin and AJ” “Straight
up” “I’m not going to do Bathroom Mop.”
HSC of the Blue Hustle, Basketball, Steph Curry, Dusk, Skit
Chase Waxman – “I’m running clean-up” “But I don’t want to go to sleep.” “HELLO CLINT!”
“Do you want to trade for some Clams gear?” “You good bro?”
Blue Hustle, High Senior Football, Pokémon, Zach Waxman, Lacrosse
Juan Ruiz – “What’s up” “Real Madrid” “Sam, you have bad handwriting.” “Worst comes to
worst my peoples come first.”
White Freedom, Orange Soccer Ball, Soccer, Sunglasses, Halo Book, Great kid
Clint Yang – “I do not know” “I like pizza” “Ouch, my foot.” “I’m not very good at English.”
White Freedom, China, Poetry, Chase, Camera, Dash
Almonte Henk – “I got to work out for football.” “How can I sleep if I’m not tired?” “I just want
to play some basketball.”
White Freedom, Football, Sleeping during the day, Oudom’s bed, Newton North
Brendan Flood – “We get it, you like to (anything)” “That’s weird” “I play lacrosse” “I mean... ”
“… I guess”
White Freedom, Liam, Kieran, Lacrosse, Roxbury Latin, Going to bed early, Dry humor
Andrew Hallion – “What you even saying bro” “You good?” “Nah that ain’t me” “I love Tango
Mango! They make great burritos.” “Can we listen to that Bon Jovi Tribute band?”
Blue Hustle, Dusk, Newton South Lacrosse Helmet, Bon Jovi Tribute Band, Jack
Oudom “Minivan” Seang – “Yo Egg let me wear your SMASH jersey on visiting day” “I love
volleyball” “AAAHHHHHHH!” I’m not doing waiter.”
Blue Hustle, Dusk, Team China, Volleyball, Hyperrevs, Laundry detergent, mouthwash
Jordan Goldberg – “I enjoy swimming” “My girlfriend…”
White Freedom, Dawn, Holding, Almonte, Great Ironman, Swimming
Jordan Sarnie – “I play soccer at school” “I have a cough”
A great last 4 weeks again, Ronaldo, Framingham
Houston Barenholtz – “Really?” “I don’t like that” “If my fork is blue, should I call it blueware
instead of silverware?” “What if we got an airplane…in the rec hall?”
Blue Hustle, Dusk Captain, Team Greece, Wonderful camper, Florida
Ben Keller – “I’m staying OTW” “I love Pokémon” “I ignored them on purpose at Buffalo Wild
Wings.” “Can you play some Pearl Jam?”
Blue Hustle, Dusk, Team England, Pokémon, Iron Chef America, OTW, leaving camp for his
sister’s softball game
SC Ian Finn – “AH HAHAHAH” “SHEEEEEEEN” “Sarnie come here” “You’re late….”
“Honestly I have no idea” “My bad my bad” “Nah nah nah, that ain’t me” “Fair enough”

Blue Hustle Soccer Coach, Short hair, Yelling, Team Mexico Poncho, A Million Ways to Die in
the West, Mr. Saxobeat, 10 Year Plaque.
JC Sam Eggert – “Come here, let me break your back” “Reign baby” “I’m gonna watch
Breaking Bad” “Jimmy, why won’t you mop the bathroom?” “You can’t even make a free throw
so stop talking.”
Jabari Parker Jersey, Brooklyn, Smash Volleyball, Goofy, Obi’s, Great Staff Man, 10 Year
Plaque.
JC Jack Meaney – “CHIIILLLLLLLLLLLLLL” “I’m just trying to watch some Friday Night
Lights!” “Yo Sean, how about Mrs. Taylor?” “White Heat and Blue Hustle are awesome” “I did
not want to coach football.”
Blue Hustle Football Coach, Modern Music, Kevin Durant Jersey, New Cleats, Uncle Billy, 10
Year Plaque.
G1 Sayings and We Leaves
Todd Zucker: “Guys, stop!” “Please listen” “Do your jobs” “Show some respect!” “Send down a
waiter!” “Who’s mess hall?” “Order up!” “GG”
Freedom Head Coach, Ignacio, Jonah Bloch, BBQ Head Grillmaster General
Raymond Wu: “I call sinks and toilets!” “Get off me Drew!” “Okay 4B 2012!” “Tears baby!”
Maniacal laughter
West End Veteran, Cleanup MVP 7 years running, top of the bunk list, hopeful return for many
awesome years on staff
Juan Carlos Gonzalez: “Have you seen Patricia?” “Hit me one time…” “I did my job already…”
“That’s Brady’s fault!”
Patricia, Ironman Board #1, High Senior Captain, running, High Senior distance swim
Austin Dodes: “Are you serious?!” “Where’s Brady?” “I never do anything bad” “You need to
show Todd some respect!” “Do the voice Todd!” “Todd, Todd, Todd…” “I was sick in high
senior waterpolo.” “Remember that funny joke I made…”
High Senior Captain, Brady and AJ, hopeful return on staff
Brady Buckman” I have this sick idea….” “You know what would be dope…” “Get off my
bed!” “Get away from my door!” “Get away from my chair!” “Don’t touch my fan!” “Get out of
my aisle!” “I already did my job…zzz…” “Remember that funny joke I made…”
Awesome ideas, High Senior Captain, High Senior Football, sports
Drew Seifer: “Okay Day!” “I wish Todd was my coach.” “My hands!” “I am chewing so
slowly.” “R.I.P. Patricia” “Where’s Raymond?” “Todd can you help me write my letter?”
Raymond, flashlight, pajamas, Jonah Bloch, rubix cube, spongebob, ramen noodles, Nathaniel
Candray, dancing abilities, gymnastics, farming skills
Alex Joseph: “Who wants free food? Take it all!” “Can I use a phone if I stay for Old Timers
Week?” “Drew stop hogging Patricia!” “Oh my god!”
Brady, Austin, White Freedom team/skit leader, dance moves, food stash, letters

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman around 1946; it
was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler Ballroom in Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
Rip, Rip, Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap, West End House (clap, clap, clap),
West End House (clap, clap, clap), YEAH!

